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Abstract 
The brain-pituitary-gonad axis regulates puberty and reproduction in all vertebrates. The two 
gonadotropins, FSH and LH are released from the pituitary and initiates maturing and growth 
of the gonads. To understand more of the changes that take place in the gonadotropes during 
puberty, the transcriptome of LH-producing gonadotropes from adult and juvenile medaka 
were profiled with high-throughput sequencing. The pituitaries were sampled from genotyped 
females from a (lhb:GFP) transgenic line. LH-producing cells were sorted out by FACS. RNA 
was isolated from the sorted cells, amplified, converted to cDNA, fragmented and sequenced 
with Illumina. 
 
The sequence output from Illumina is called reads, and the reads were aligned to the medaka 
genome with software called TopHat. Reads were counted with the software HTSeq, and 
differentially expressed genes were located with the software DESeq. Some of the expressed 
genes that are known to be involved in reproduction, like, LHβ-subunit, GnRH-R’s and 
dopamine receptors were focused on. The LHβ-subunit was highly expressed in both adult 
and juveniles. The analysis shows low expression of GnRH-R-3 in the adults. The dopamine 
receptors D1, D2 and D3 were all expressed. Plenty of the differential expression analysis 
between juvenile and adult sample remains. However, the material has potential to contribute 
to the understanding how the gonadotropes mature.  
 
In addition, KCa channel genes were investigated further since these channels are believed to 
be involved in the excitability of endocrine cells and thus important for secretion control. KCa 
channels were obtained from eel and cod, in addition to medaka by blasting their respective 
genomes with known KCa channel sequences. In eel only the BK channel, the SK1 channel 
and the SK2 channel sequences were obtained, while all the channel sequences were obtained 
from medaka and cod. The obtained sequences were analysed by sequence alignments and 
phylogenetic analysis, in addition to the output from RNA-seq. All KCa channels were 
expressed in both juvenile and female medaka, except for one variant of the SK1 channel. 
This particular variant of SK1 also showed a different phylogenetic relationship, than the 
other SK1 channels, suggesting that the channel type is non-functional. Phylogenetic analyses 
were performed on all the KCa channels to find the phylogenetic relationship according to 
species and channel type. The phylogenetic analyses showed the expected relationship 
according to channel type and species.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Puberty is defined as the period when an animal acquires the ability to reproduce for the first 
time. The onset of puberty is marked by activation of the brain-pituitary-gonad (BPG) axis, 
and in teleosts as in other vertebrates, it seems like activation of the gonadotropin-releasing 
hormone (GnRH) system is the key event (Okuzawa 2002; Weltzien et al. 2004). Precocious 
puberty is a problem in many farmed fish including Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) (Karlsen et 
al. 2006) and salmonids (McClure et al. 2007), causing reduced growth rate, reduced flesh 
quality and health. Additionally, uncontrolled spawning in net pens may cause genetic 
pollution. (For review see Taranger et al. 2010). In some other species, unfavourable 
environmental conditions lead to complete failure of reaching puberty in farmed fish, e.g. 
European eel (Anguilla anguilla) (Dufour et al. 2003).  
 
What leads to the activation of the GnRH system remains to be fully identified. For the 
reasons mentioned above, fish is an interesting model organism in which to explore the GnRH 
system and other mechanisms involving the BPG axis. 
 
 
1.1 The brain-pituitary-gonad (BPG) axis  
 
The BPG axis consists of three physiologically coupled organs, which work together in a 
cooperated fashion and are involved in the onset of puberty and maintenance of the 
reproductive ability (figure 1). The BPG axis is influenced by internal and external stimuli 
ensuring that spawning takes place during optimal conditions. External stimuli includes 
photoperiod, food availability, temperature and social factors, and internal factors include 
neurotransmitters such as γ-amino butyric acid, neuropeptide Y, norepinephrine and kiss, in 
addition to numerous factors related to nutritional status such as leptin and ghrelin (Bromage 
et al. 2001; Levavi-Sivan et al. 2010; Schulz & Goos 1999; Taranger et al 2010)  
 
It has been demonstrated three paralogous genes for GnRH (GnRH1, GnRH2 and GnRH3) in 
vertebrates. GnRH3 has only been demonstrated in teleosts. (For reviews see Okubo & 
Nagahama 2008; Weltzien et al 2004; Zohar et al. 2010). It is GnRH1 that is involved in the 
control of gonadotropin secretion (Yaron et al. 2003). The pituitary responds to GnRH by 
releasing follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH). FSH and LH are 
transported in the blood to the gonads; where they bind to receptors that upon ligand binding 
promote steroidgenesis and gametogenesis, making the individual capable of reproducing 
(Schulz & Goos 1999). The gonads secrete sex steroids that control the different stages of 
gametogenesis mostly together with FSH, while LH primarily regulates steroidogenesis. The 
sex steroids released from the gonads also regulate higher levels of the axis through various 
feedback mechanisms (Schulz & Goos 1999). 
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Figure 1 A simplified overview over the BPG axis. The hypothalamus (brain) secretes gonadotropin-releasing hormone 
(GnRH) in response to external and internal stimuli. GnRH binds to receptors and stimulates the pituitary to secrete follicle-
stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH). FSH and LH exert their effects on the gonads, leading to 
gametogenesis and steroidogenesis. The gonads secrete sex steroids that have positive or negative feedback effects on the 
BPG axis. Kiss seems to work mainly through GnRH and probably incorporates the external and internal stimuli to start 
puberty. Dopamine inhibits the onset of puberty in some teleost species 
 
Kiss is secreted from kiss neurons and is cleaved into several small peptides, referred to as 
kisspeptins (Tena-Sempere 2006). In mammals, kiss regulates GnRH and therefore in 
extension gonadotropin signalling. Kiss is also involved in biological functions known to 
affect the BPG axis, e.g. response to photoperiodicity and nutrient level (Revel et al. 2006; 
Roa & Tena-Sempere 2007). Thus, in mammals kiss seem to work as a gatekeeper of puberty, 
and functions as a link between the internal and external factors and the BPG axis (Tena-
Sempere 2006). The role of kiss has not yet been proven in teleosts. Nevertheless, two kiss 
genes have been identified in several species including medaka (Kanda et al. 2008; Kitahashi 
et al. 2009), zebrafish (Danio rerio) (Kitahashi et al 2009; Van Aerle et al. 2008), and fathead 
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minnow (Pimephales promelas) (Filby et al. 2008). It has been observed that kiss has a 
specific inhibitory effect on LHβ expression in eel (Pasquier et al. 2011).  
 
Dopamine is a well-known inhibitor of puberty in many teleosts, and may exert its effect 
directly via receptors on the surface of pituitary cells, or indirectly by inhibiting GnRH 
neurons (Chang et al. 1990; De Leeuw et al. 1988; Vidal et al. 2004; KL Yu et al. 1991). The 
dopamine receptors are divided in two groups (D1 and D2) based on whether the receptors 
activate (D1) or inhibit (D2) the enzyme adenylyl cyclase. The dopaminergic activity varies 
through the reproductive cycle. (For reviews see Levavi-Sivan et al 2010; Yaron et al 2003; 
Zohar et al 2010). In goldfish, dopamine inhibits gonadotropin release through the D2 receptor 
(Chang et al 1990). There are also indications that the gonadotropin-inhibitory hormone 
(GnIH) inhibits GnRH cells. GnIH is identified in birds, and inhibits steroidgenesis and 
development in the avian gonad. GnIH is possibly modulated by melatonin, which is involved 
in transmitting photoperiod information to other endocrine centres (Tsutsui et al. 2007). GnIH 
is present in goldfish, suggesting that GnIH is involved in teleost species as well (Sawada et 
al. 2002). (For review see Zohar et al 2010). 
 
Many teleosts undergo a “dummy run” where the BPG axis seems to be fully developed the 
year before puberty. This is observed in striped bass (Morone saxatilis) (Hassin et al. 1999; 
Holland et al. 2001), masu salmon (Oncorhynchus masou) (Amano et al. 1992) and in 
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) (Prat et al. 1996). However, in these species the gonads 
are not developed enough to mature at the time of the dummy run, and thus the limiting factor 
may be on the gonad level (Okuzawa 2002). 
 
 
1.1.1 The pituitary  
 
As in other vertebrates, the teleost pituitary is attached to the brain with a short stalk 
consisting of nerve fibres. The organization of the pituitary is very similar in all vertebrates, 
although there exist two main morphological differences between mammals and teleosts. In 
teleosts the hypothalamo-pituitary portal system found in mammals is absent. Instead, the 
hypothalamus directly innervates the pituitary and neurohormones are released in proximity 
to their target cells (Kah et al. 1987; Kah et al. 1983). As a contrast to the mosaic pattern of 
the hormone producing cells found in mammals, the different cell types in teleosts often are 
clustered together in the same region (Weltzien et al 2004; Zohar et al 2010) (figure 2). 
 
The pituitary is grossly divided into two parts in teleosts and other vertebrates, a posterior part 
(posterior pituitary, neurohypophysis) and an anterior part (anterior pituitary, 
adenohypophysis). The teleost anterior pituitary consists of pars distalis (PD) and pars 
intermedia. PD is divided into rostral pars distalis (RPD) and proximal pars distalis (PPD). 
RPD usually contains the corticotropes (secreting adrenocorticotropic hormone) and 
lactotropes (secreting prolactin) while PPD contains the gonadotropes (secreting 
gonadotropins), somatotropes (secreting growth hormone) and thyrotropes (secreting thyroid 
stimulating hormone). Pars intermedia contains melanotropes (secreting melanocyte-
stimulating hormone) and somatolactotropes. Somatolactotropes secretes somatolactin, a 
hormone belonging to the growth hormone/prolactin superfamily that is distinct to teleosts 
and not found in tetrapods (Kaneko & Hirano 1993).  
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Figure 2 Sagitall view of halibut pituitary showing that the same cell type clusters in the same region. Lactotropes and 
corticotropes cluster in the region of RPD. In PPD the gonadotropes, somatotropes and thyrotropes are located. PI comprises 
clusters of somatolactotropes, melanotropes and LH-producing gonadotropes.  P – lactotropes, C – corticotropes, T- 
thyrotropes, S – somatotropes, GF- FSH-producing gonadotropes, GL – LH-producing gonadotropes, SL- somatolactotropes, 
M – melanotropes, RPD – rostral pars distalis, PPD- proximal pars distalis, PI- pars intermedia and PN- pars nervosa. From 
Weltzien et al. (2004) 
 
1.1.1.1 Gonadotropes: LH and FSH  
 
In mammals both LH and FSH are produced in the same cell type. However, in teleosts, LH 
and FSH are produced and secreted from two different cell types. Hence teleost fish are 
suitable models for studying regulation and secretion of the two gonadotropins separately. 
Gonadotropes are as mentioned found in the PPD of the anterior pituitary, and the FSHβ- and 
LHβ–subunits are found throughout the PPD (figure 2). In the periphery of PI there is 
evidence of LH-producing gonadotropes in male halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus 
(Weltzien et al 2004; Weltzien et al. 2003). The two gonadotropins (LH and FSH) are 
heterodimeric glycoproteins consisting of a common α-subunit GPα and a distinct β-subunit 
that is unique for each hormone. Distinctive genes encode the subunits GPα, LHβ, and FSHβ.  
 
The GnRH-receptor (GnRH-R) is a G-protein coupled receptor with seven transmembrane 
domains. Several different variants of GnRH-R are found in teleosts including rainbow trout 
(Madigou et al. 2000), goldfish (K.L. Yu et al. 1998), medaka (Okubo et al. 2001), Japanese 
eel (Okubo et al. 2000), and as many as four variants have been identified in cod (Hildahl et 
al. 2011). In female striped bass qPCR of GnRH-R showed that it was a significant increase 
in GnRH-Rs from previtellogenic fish to mature fish implying a functional role in puberty 
(Alok et al. 2000). GnRH directs its effects through phospholipase C (PLC). Activated PLC 
cleaves phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bispohsophate embedded in the membrane into inositol-
triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG), both functions as intracellular second 
messengers. IP3 diffuse in the cytosol and opens intracellular Ca2+ stores whereas DAG 
activates protein kinase C. Administering GnRH in goldfish increased the cytosolic Ca2+ 
([Ca2+]i) levels in gonadotropes directly and activates calmodulin and protein kinase C. (For 
review see Chang et al. 2009). 
 
GnRH-R upon ligand binding increases the content of the gonadotropin subunits mRNA in 
several teleosts. (For review see Yaron et al 2003). In common carp (Cyprinus carpio), the 
GnRH induced gonadotropin mRNA production varied across gender and phase of maturation 
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(Kandel-Kfir et al. 2002). GnRH injection in striped male bass induced a higher gene 
transcription of LHβ and GPα than of FSHβ (Hassin et al. 1998). There are several indications 
of a differential control over the gonadotropin subunits in teleosts; for example transcription 
rates of GPα, LHβ and FSHβ mRNA vary according to sex and maturity state. In most 
teleosts the response of GPα and LHβ transcription was similar, while the response of FSHβ 
was different, suggesting two different pathways of activation for these subunits. (For review 
see Yaron et al 2003). 
 
 
1.1.2 Puberty in teleost fish  
 
Released LH and FSH are transported in the blood from the pituitary, and eventually bind to 
receptors on the gonads inducing growth and maturation.  There are two different 
gonadotropin receptors found in the gonads of teleosts, FSH receptor (FSH-R) and LH 
receptor (LH-R). FSH-R binds both FSH and LH, with a higher affinity for FSH, and LH-R 
binds only to LH. The loose control over gonadotropin binding to the FSH-R may explain that 
in some teleosts, LH seems to have taken over the role of FSH (Miwa et al. 1994; So et al. 
2005; L. Yan et al. 1992) In tuna (Thunnus obesus), both FSH and LH stimulate production of 
estradiol-17β (E2) and testosterone, while the response to LH is significant higher (Okada et 
al. 1994). The same pattern is observed in common carp, LH and FSH has similar effect in 
stimulating steroid secretion from the ovary, and LH being more effective than FSH (Van Der 
Kraak et al. 1992). However, in salmonids FSH seems more potent than LH, particularly 
during early stages of development, while LH comes into play in the final maturation, this is 
the same pattern as seen in mammals (Levavi-Sivan et al 2010). Thus, the importance of LH 
compared to FSH varies according to the teleosts species, sex and stage of maturation. The 
mature gonad releases sex steroids as E2 in females and 11-ketotestosterone in males, which 
leads to maturation of the gametes (Schulz & Goos 1999). Sex steroids released from the 
gonads also modulate the BPG-axis through steroid feedback mechanisms (Weltzien et al 
2004).  
 
The main difference between juvenile and adult fish is that the latter produces gametes, thus 
enabling it to reproduce. The ability to reproduce is acquired through puberty, where the 
individual transforms from an immature juvenile to a mature adult. The BPG axis plays an 
important role and it reaches its full hormonal and gametogenetic capacity in the end of 
puberty (Norris 1997). The ability to reproduce is evident by the ability of spermation in 
males and ovulation in females. 
 
 
 
1.2 Calcium-activated potassium (KCa) channels 
 
Calcium-activated potassium (KCa) channels are expressed in both neuronal and non-neuronal 
cells (Fettiplace & Fuchs 1999; Petersen & Maruyama 1984; Vergara et al. 1998). They are 
involved in several physiological processes such as cell migration, proliferation, secretion, 
frequency tuning of hair cells and cell volume regulation, in addition to action potential 
frequency modulation (Ouadid-Ahidouch et al. 2000; Rohmann et al. 2009; Schwab 2001). 
KCa channels serve as a link between changes in intracellular concentration of Ca2+ and the 
membrane potential.   
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There are three subfamilies of KCa channels: big conductance KCa (BK) channels, intermediate 
conductance KCa (IK) channels and small conductance KCa (SK) channels. The channels are 
divided into subgroups based on primary amino acid sequences, pharmacological properties 
and single channel conduction. (For reviews see Vergara et al 1998; Wei et al. 2005). 
 
 
1.2.1 Big conductance KCa (BK) channels 
 
The α-subunit of BK channels is encoded by a single gene, KCNMA1 (also known as slo1) 
that contains several splice-sites (Rohmann et al 2009; J. Yan et al. 2008). The KCNMA1 
gene is highly conserved among vertebrate species suggesting an evolutionary pressure to 
maintain its functions (Toro et al. 1998). BK channels contain seven transmembrane domains 
(S0-S6), where the N-terminal is located on the extracellular side of the membrane (figure 
3a). The pore forming region is found between S5 and S6. The C-terminal side the BK 
channel consists of four hydrophobic (S7-S10) domains, two regulating conductance of K+ 
(RCK) domains and a section of aspartic acids called “Ca2+ bowl” (Bao et al. 2004; Meera et 
al. 1997). Assembly of four KCNMA1 subunits forms the BK channel. 
 
 
 
Figure 3 BK channel membrane topology. a) α-subunit consists of 7 transmembrane domains (S0-S6), the short N-terminal 
is extracellular and the C-terminal is intracellular.  The pore region is formed between S5 and S6. The channel also has two 
domains regulating conductance of K+ (RCK domains) and a calcium-bowl where calcium concentration is sensed. b) β – 
subunit consists of two transmembrane domains, with a short extracellular loop, both the N – and the C-terminal is on the 
intracellular side of the membrane. From Berkefeld et al. (2010) 
 
Many of the BK channels associate with a β-subunit. There are four genes that code for β-
subunits of BK channels (KCNMB1-4), and in vertebrate cells the majority of the BK 
channels are associated with a β-subunit, while no β-subunit has been found in invertebrates. 
The β-subunits affect Ca2+ sensitivity, voltage dependence and pharmacological properties 
(Berkefeld et al. 2006; Knaus et al. 1994; Meera et al. 2000; Orio et al. 2002). Both the C- 
and N-terminal of the β-subunit are located on the intracellular side of the membrane, and 
there are two transmembrane domains and an extracellular loop (figure 3b). Several studies 
have shown that E2 in high concentrations (micromolar) binds to the β-subunit and hence 
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directly modulates BK channel function (Dick & Sanders 2001; Korovkina et al. 2004; 
Valverde et al. 1999), which indicates that BK channels are important for reproduction. 
 
BK channels are activated both by voltage and internal Ca2+ and are involved in several 
physiological processes such as regulating smooth muscle tone, vascular tone, neuronal 
excitability and tuning the hair cells in cochlea (for reviews see Fettiplace & Fuchs 1999; 
Ledoux et al. 2006; Sah 1996; Toro et al 1998). In teleosts, evidence of the BK channels has 
been found by patch-clamping techniques in goby (Gillichthys mirabilis) (Romano et al. 
1996), and by obtaining transcripts in eel (Lionetto et al. 2008) and zebrafish (Beisel et al. 
2007) among others. In some teleosts, duplicate versions of the BK gene exist, reflecting the 
whole-genome duplication event occurring when the teleosts diverged from the tetrapod 
lineage (Hoegg et al. 2004; Rohmann et al 2009).  
 
 
 
1.2.2 Small conductance KCa (SK) channels 
 
 
There are three different SK channels that are encoded by the genes KCNN1-3. The exon-
intron boundaries for the three channels are conserved between rat, human and mouse, which 
suggests a shared ancestral gene (Stocker 2004). All the SK (and IK) channels share similar 
membrane topology (figure 4), consisting of six transmembrane domains (S1-S6), where the 
pore forms between S5 and S6. N-terminal to S6, there is an intracellular calmodulin-binding 
domain that binds to calmodulin and helps modulate the calcium sensitivity of the SK 
channel, since the SK channels do not bind Ca2+ directly (Kim & Hoffman 2008; Schumacher 
et al. 2001; Wei et al 2005; Xia et al. 1998). In contrast to the BK channel, a regulatory β-
subunit has not been found for the SK channel family (Vergara et al 1998).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 SK and IK channel membrane topology.  SK and IK channels share the features of the membrane topology. 
There are six transmembrane domains (S1-S6) and the pore forms between S5 and S6. Near the C-terminal there is a 
calmodulin-binding domain (CaMBD) that binds to Ca2+ via calmodulin. From Berkefeld et al. (2010) 
 
In mammals, SK channels are expressed in a wide range of tissues including brain, liver, heart 
and muscle (Köhler et al. 1996; Mongan et al. 2005; Stocker 2004). SK channels are 
important for the excitability for various types of excitable cells e.g. neurons, smooth muscle 
cells and secretory cells. SK channels are solely activated by a small elevation of [Ca2+]i (Wei 
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et al 2005). Activation of SK channels is usually followed by hyperpolarization and thus a 
decrease of membrane excitability in the cell (Waring & Turgeon 2009). In the adult brain the 
different SK channels show an overlapping but distinctive expression, where SK1 and SK2 
usually co-localize in the same area (Stocker et al. 1999; Stocker & Pedarzani 2000; Tacconi 
et al. 2001). 
 
 
1.2.3 Intermediate conductance KCa (IK) channels 
 
 
IK channels are encoded by the KCNN4 gene and have a similar membrane topology as SK 
channels (figure 4). It was previously thought that the IK channel was a member of the SK 
family, and therefore it was initially named SK4. It was renamed to IK after it was discovered 
that the channel had unique properties and was distinctively blocked by clotrimazol, which 
does not block the SK channels (Begenisich et al. 2004; Latorre et al. 1989). IK channels are 
without voltage or time dependence and are activated by changes in [Ca2+]i , and are also 
modulated through calmodulin. There is evidence of expression of IK channels in red blood 
cells, muscle and epithelia in mammals (Hoffman et al. 2003; Köhler et al 1996; Vandorpe et 
al. 1998). There are also indications that IK channels are involved in controlling secretion 
from pituitary cells (Mørk et al. 2005). 
 
 
1.2.4 KCa channels in pituitary cells 
 
 
Both SK and BK channels are identified in gonadotropes of mammals such as sheep, rat and 
mouse (Heyward et al. 1995; Kukuljan et al. 1992; Tse & Hille 1992; Waring & Turgeon 
2009). In the teleost goby, pituitary cell KCa channels that resembled the mammalian BK 
channels were found by patch-clamping techniques (Romano et al 1996). Gene expression of 
both SK and IK channels has been found in the pituitary of female cod (Berg Vaule 2011). 
However, there is no evidence of KCa channels in goldfish gonadotropes (Van Goor et al. 
1996).  
 
In mouse gonadotropes, both SK and BK channels are important factors of secretion in 
response to GnRH activation. In gonadotropes pre-treated with E2, the BK- and SK channels 
respond different to stimulation of GnRH compared to control cells, the SK current decreases 
while the BK current increases (Waring & Turgeon 2009). In rats, the composition of KCa 
channels varies between the different pituitary cells. The lactotropes and somatotropes 
express mostly BK channels, while gonadotropes express mainly SK channels (Stojilkovic et 
al. 2005). In cod, preliminary results from qPCR show that the LH- and FSH- gonadotropes 
differ in their composition of KCa channels. LH-gonadotropes express mainly SK channels, 
while FSH-gonadotropes express mainly BK-channels. (Hodne et al, unpublished).  The cod 
gonadotropes also differ in their response to GnRH, where the LH-cells show a typical 
biphasic response (hyperpolarisation followed by increased firing frequency) and the FSH 
cells have a monophasic response (only increased firing frequency). The different responses 
could be due to the different composition of channel types (Hodne et al, unpublished). SK 
channels of the gonadotropes are localized in vicinity of sites of intracellular Ca2+ release, and 
therefore SK channels often regulate late hyperpolarization (Kukuljan et al 1992).  In the 
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somatotropes, the BK channels are located near the voltage-gated Ca2+ -channels and respond 
to the accompanying changes in the [Ca2+]i, hence BK channels often regulate the fast after 
hyperpolarization (Van Goor et al. 2001). Thus, BK and SK channels may be involved in the 
signalling pathways of teleost gonadotropes, with different roles due to their different 
properties and location in the cell membrane.  
 
IK channels, although less extensively studied than SK and BK channels, are also involved in 
the modulation of excitability of endocrine cells. A model system that is widely used to 
describe pituitary secretion mechanisms is the prolactin-secreting GH4 cell line derived from 
rat anterior pituitary. Upon stimulation by thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) the cells 
respond by changes in [Ca2+]i. (For review see Ozawa & Sand 1986). IK channels were 
recently found to be the channel type contributing most to the TRH-induced hyperpolarization 
in the GH4 cells (Mørk et al 2005). In the second phase of the response to TRH, reduced 
activity of BK channels has been demonstrated, through currently unsolved mechanisms 
(Haug et al. 2004).  
 
By patch-clamp experiments performed on unidentified pituitary cells in cod, it was evident 
that 30 % of the cells fire action potentials spontaneously. Additionally observations of 
reduced outward current following blocking of inward Ca2+ current with Co2+, suggest that 
cod pituitary cells contains KCa Channels (Haug et al. 2007). Furthermore, identified 
gonadotropes from cod display a similar response to GnRH as the GH4 cells show for TRH, 
both regarding cytosolic Ca2+ elevations and membrane potential changes (Hodne et al. 2012, 
unpublished). Together with the gene expression analysis of cod pituitary cells (Berg Vaule 
2011), these findings support the hypothesis that several types of KCa channels are present in 
cod gonadotropes. The different responses of the different pituitary cells vary according to 
species and type, and the different types of pituitary cells have been show to express different 
composition of BK and SK channels.  Thus, it is of interest to investigate the gene expression 
of KCa cells is in female medaka gonadotropes. 
 
 
1.3 Medaka as a research model 
 
 
Medaka is one of the three model organisms (medaka, European eel and Atlantic cod) that our 
group utilize to examine the underlying mechanisms of puberty in fish. Like other teleosts, 
medaka is a good model for studying gonadotrope physiology, since LH and FSH are 
produced in two different cell types thus making it possible to study the two gonadotropes 
separately. Medaka is a small Japanese rice fish that is about 3 cm long; it has short 
generation time and becomes sexually mature at about 2-3 months (Takeda & Shimada 2010). 
Medaka is a multiple spawner, and generally spawn every day. The genome of medaka is 
sequenced (Kasahara et al. 2007) and is available on Ensembl; the last annotation of the 
genome was in 2006. 
 
Among other advantages as a research model, medaka has a sex-specific gene (DMY) that 
was the first non-mammalian SRY (sex-determining Y) equivalent discovered (figure 5). 
SRY is a sex-determining gene on the Y chromosome in marsupial and placental mammals. 
The DMY gene probably originated through a duplication event of an autosomal region 
containing DMRT1 about 10 million years ago (Kondo et al. 2009). DMY shows 
approximately 80 % homology with DMRT1 (Shinomiya et al. 2004; Takehana 2006). The 
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DMY gene thus makes medaka a preferable model organism when sex-determination is 
important for the project. Sex determination could be important to ensure that the intended 
variable is studied, and to exclude unintended sex differences between samples. 
 
 
 
Figure 5 DMY/DMRT1 gene a) The areas marked in yellow correspond to the DMRT1 region in the autosomal linkage 
group and the DMY region in the sex chromosome, respectively.  From Takeda et al (2010). b) DMRT 1 and DMY gene in 
different strains of medaka. Females with just DMRT1 band (lanes 2,4,6,8), and males with DMRT1 and DMY bands (lanes 
3,5,7,9). From Shinomiya et al (2004). 
 
Several transgenic lines for medaka exist, and our group has established a transgenic line 
where green fluorescent protein (GFP) is coupled to the lhb promoter region. Expression of 
GFP is convenient to sort out the LH-producing gonadotropes, to profile the transcriptomes of 
these cells. 
 
1.4 RNA-sequencing 
 
High-throughput sequencing (HTS) is parallelized sequencing, which produces enormous 
amount of data compared to older methods such as Sanger sequencing. E.g. one run may 
cover data corresponding to five human genomes. Also the elimination of the cloning step is 
an advantage with the HTS-technologies. (For review see Wilhelm & Landry 2009). HTS is 
also called next-generation sequencing, massive parallel sequencing or pyrosequencing. There 
are several different HTS-systems available today, and each system has to be considered 
before choosing the appropriate system for a project. One of the applications of HTS is RNA-
sequencing (RNA-seq) which often refers to deep-sequencing of mRNA samples, but also 
other types of RNA could be sequenced (L. Wang et al. 2010). RNA-seq has several 
advantages compared to existing technologies such as microarrays. It gives researchers the 
opportunity to study the entire transcriptome, i.e. all the genes expressed in a given 
cell/tissue/organ/organism at a given time in one single run.  
 
With RNA-seq it is possible to determine exact locations of exon-intron boundaries, and to 
compare differential expression between samples (Cloonan & Grimmond 2008; Mortazavi et 
al. 2008).  Since the whole transcriptome is sequenced with RNA-seq there is a possibility of 
discovering novel transcripts or transcripts present in low concentration (Sendler et al. 2011). 
The digital nature of the RNA-reads makes it advantageous over other technologies for 
quantitative purposes, and it is possible to assess differences in expression of isoforms 
(Marguerat & Bähler 2010; Sendler et al 2011). While microarrays are restricted to using 
sequenced genomes, RNA-seq allows the discovery of transcriptomes of non-model 
organisms (Z. Wang et al. 2009). The rainbow trout brain, gonad and gill transcriptomes have 
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been sequenced, even though the genome of the rainbow trout has not been sequenced yet (Le 
Cam et al. 2012). RNA-seq is an interesting tool to explore transcriptomes, due to all 
additional information that could be extracted from the material. Price per base is 
continuously dropping, which means that more research groups can afford this technology. A 
lower price makes it possible to sequence parallels, instead of having non-duplicates, which is 
quite normal in RNA-seq and that makes the data more robust. 
 
A typical RNA-seq experiment consists of two parts: first data generation and then data 
analysis (figure 6). The data generation depends on the RNA-seq technology chosen, but there 
are some similar features (figure 6a). RNA is isolated from the cells that are studied; possible 
contamination of genomic DNA is removed with DNase. Remaining RNA in the solution is 
converted to cDNA, and then fragmented. Adaptors necessary for amplification and 
sequencing are ligated to both ends of the cDNA fragments and size selection is conducted, 
depending on the technology. Finally the cDNA is amplified and sequenced with HTS 
technology, often resulting in several short reads. The cDNA fragments could be sequenced 
from one end resulting in single-end reads, or from both ends (stage 7, figure 6a) resulting in 
paired-end reads. The reads are typically 30-400 bp long, depending on the sequencing 
technology used. 
 
Data analysis follows data generation and is performed by checking the raw reads. Then the 
data set is pre-processed by removing reads with lower quality, and artefacts of sequencing as 
adaptor sequences, contaminant DNA and PCR-duplications if necessary (figure 6b). The 
removal of the low-quality reads is not necessary, since low quality reads are less likely to 
align to a reference genome. However, removing them is not challenging and makes the 
downstream analysis faster (Wilhelm & Landry 2009). Sequencing errors could be removed 
to improve the overall quality of the data set. Subsequently the reads are assembled into 
transcripts. The assembling of transcripts could be performed by using a reference genome if 
it is available, by assembling the reads de novo, or a combination.  
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Figure 6 A typical RNA-seq experiment consists of data generation and data analysis. a) Data generation. To generate a 
RNA-seq library, RNA (blue) are extracted (stage 1), possible genomic contamination is removed from the sample using 
DNase (stage 2), and the remaining RNA in the sample are fragmented to fit the sequencing instrument (stage 3). The RNA 
fragments are reverse transcribed to cDNA (orange, stage 4) and nucleotide adaptors necessary for amplification and 
sequencing are ligated at each end of the fragments (stage 5) and a range of fragment size is selected (stage 6). Finally the 
cDNA are amplified and sequenced with high throughput sequencing technology, producing many short reads (red, stage 7). 
If both ends are sequenced, then paired end reads are generated, shown as dashes between the pairs. b) Data analysis. 
Following sequencing the raw reads are pre-processed by removing low-quality reads and artefacts of sequencing such as 
adaptor sequences (blue), contaminant DNA (green) and PCR-duplicates (stage 1 and 2). Thereafter sequencing errors could 
be removed (stage 3) for improvement of read quality. Thereby the pre-processed reads are assembled in transcripts (orange, 
stage 4). The transcripts could be further processed to remove assembly errors (blue crosses), and the transcripts are being 
post-processed (stage 5). Expression level of the transcripts is measured by counting of the reads that aligns to each transcript 
(stage 6). rRNA: ribosomal RNA, mRNA: messenger RNA. From Martin and Wang (2011).  
 
Choosing the assembly strategy is based on whether or not there exists a reference genome, 
the type of data set generated, and the purpose of the sequencing study. When the transcripts 
are assembled, the reads are counted to find the expression level of the transcripts and 
possibly find differential expressed genes between samples. This is a nontrivial task, as 
transcripts could share exons, making it difficult to assess which read belonging to which 
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transcript (Martin & Wang 2011). Data analysis could be performed on several platforms and 
with several tools. For RNA-seq the software TopHat and Cufflinks are popular tools for 
differential gene and transcript analysis, however these tools require a sequenced genome 
(Trapnell et al. 2009; Trapnell et al. 2012). 
 
There are currently few studies available that reports the transcriptome of pituitary cells 
performed with RNA-seq, even though it has been proposed that the next phase of endocrine 
studies would be transcriptome analyses (Carter 2006). Mostly the transcriptome of adult 
human, mouse and rat pituitaries have been studied, and these studies have yielded 
information about potentially pituitary-specific transcripts (Su et al. 2002) and different 
hormone-induced pathways (Wurmbach et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2006). However, 
information about the transcriptome of defined pituitary cells is almost non-existent. The 
paired-ended strategy of RNA-seq has the ability to improve the understanding of the 
transcriptome, so the pituitary transcriptome should be studied more extensively with this 
technology (Ozsolak & Milos 2010). Our group work on the transcriptome of pituitary in 
European eel, collaborating with groups in Netherlands, Japan and France. 
 
The Illumina platform is one of the providers of RNA-seq today, and is the platform that was 
chosen for this project. With the Illumina platform the transcriptome may be sequenced 
paired-end or single-end. Paired-end sequencing may improve the mapping of reads to the 
genome, and can offer additional information about splicing events (Ozsolak & Milos 2010).  
 
We chose to sequence the samples of LH-producing gonadotropes from adult and juvenile 
female medaka with paired-end sequencing. The aim is that a snapshot of the transcriptome 
would reveal genes that are up –or down regulated through puberty, and that some genes may 
prove essential for the maturation of gonadotropes. Gaining knowledge of the type of genes 
that are regulated through puberty would hopefully gain more information about the 
maturation of gonadotropes. We especially look at KCa channels, which play an important role 
in the excitability of endocrine cells; these channels may be one of the factors that are 
regulated in puberty. 
 
 
1.5 Aims of this study 
 
By studying the transcriptome of LH- producing gonadotropes in female medaka (Oryzias 
latipes), we hope to acquire insight into which genes are involved in the functional maturation 
of gonadotrope cells at puberty. One important component of the signalling pathways of the 
gonadotropes is the calcium activated potassium (KCa) channels; therefore phylogenetic 
analysis of these channels was conducted. 
 
The aims of this study were to:  
 
1) Describe the transcriptome of LH-producing cells in female medaka 
2) Investigate changes in gene expression in LH-producing cells before and after puberty in 
female medaka 
3) Perform phylogenetic analyses of calcium-activated potassium channel sequences from 
eel, medaka and cod obtained by data-base search  
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2 Materials and methods 
 
1.1 Animal handling 
 
The transgenic (lhb:GFP) line of Japanese medaka (d-rR strain) was kept in an indoor 
aquarium facility at the Department of Molecular Biosciences, University of Oslo.  
 
The aquarium system consisted of three independent racks with water recirculation (Marine 
Biotech, USA). Each rack had a bio-filter, particle filter, active charcoal filter and an 
ultraviolet disinfection unit. To avoid build-up of nitrate, 10 % of the water was renewed 
daily. Production of system water was performed twice a week, and the water quality was 
measured before use. System water was produced by pre-filter tap water (5 and 20 µm 
particle filters and charcoal filter) followed by reverse osmosis. The necessary salts were 
added to the purified water (per 100 l): Marine salts (20 g, Seachem, Madison, USA), CaCl2 
(1.5 g, Merck Biosciences, NJ, USA) and NaCO3 (5 g, Solvay chemicals, England). The 
resulting system water had a conductivity of 380 - 420 µS and a pH of 7.3 -7.8. Water quality 
of the racks was checked several times per week and had a conductivity of 440-490 µS and a 
pH of 6.8-7.5. 
 
The fish were fed with live brine shrimps (Artemia salina) (Argent Chemical laboratories, 
Redmond, USA) and dry food (Special Diet Service, England) 4 times a day. The light regime 
was adjusted to 14 h light and 10 h dark and the water temperature was kept at 26 °C.  
 
 
2.1 Genotyping of female medaka 
 
 
Potential females were separated from the males based on phenotype. There are several 
secondary sex-characteristics that distinguish the male and female medaka in the d- rR strain 
that was used in this project (figure 7). 
 
 
 
Figure 7 Female and male medaka a) The female (upper) has a white body pigmentation and the male (lower) has orange-
red pigmentation. The anal fin is smooth in female and rugged in male b) Close up on female with eggs. (Photo by Eirill 
Ager-Wick) 
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Females have white body pigmentation, making it appear transparent and males have orange-
red pigmentation in the d-rR strain. The female anal fin is smoother compared to the male’s, 
that is larger and more rugged (Figure 7). Females sorted by their phenotype were 
anesthetized in benzocaine (0.2 – 0.5 mg/ml depending on size) before a tissue sample for 
genotyping was secured by clipping a piece of the caudal fin. The fin piece was placed in a 
mixture of 20 µl 0.5M EDTA (Invitrogen, CA, USA) and 90 µl Nuclei Lysis Solution 
(Promega, WI, USA) for digestion.  
 
 
2.1.1 DNA isolation  
 
The fin clip in EDTA/Nuclei Lysis Solution was homogenized using a micro pestle (Kontes 
Pellet Pestle Motor, Thermo Fisher scientific, USA). To digest proteins, 3 µl Proteinase K (20 
mg/ml, Sigma Life Science, USA) was added and the solution was incubated at 55 ºC for 30 
min. The sample was cooled down to room temperature for 5 min. To precipitate the 
remaining protein in the sample, 33 µl Protein Precipitation Solution (Promega) was added 
and the solution vortexed for 20 s and subsequently incubated on ice for 5 min and 
centrifuged at 4 ºC for 4 min at 16 000 g. The supernatant was collected and transferred to a 
new Eppendorf tube with 100 µl isopropanol to precipitate the DNA. To make the DNA pellet 
visible, 1 µl of GlycoBlue (150 µg/ml, Ambion, Austin, TX, USA) was also mixed in, and the 
sample centrifuged at 4 ºC for 4 min at 16 000 g. The supernatant was removed and 100 µl of 
70 % ethanol was added to wash the pellet, and subsequently the tube was centrifuged at 4 ºC 
for 4 min at 16 000 g. Ethanol was carefully removed from the pellet. The pellet was left to 
dry a few min to let the ethanol evaporate completely, and then resuspended in 10 µl DNA 
Rehydration Solution (Promega) at 55 ºC for 30 min, and used in a PCR reaction 
immediately.  
 
 
2.1.2 PCR for sex-specific gene 
 
The medaka fin clips were genotyped by a touchdown PCR. The same pair of primers 
amplified the somatic DMRT1 gene and the male-specific DMY gene (forward 5’-
CCGGGTGCCCAAGTGCTCCCGCTG-3’ and reverse 5’- 
GATCGTCCCTCCACAGAGAAGAGA-3’). The two genes were PCR- amplified in a mix 
of MgCl2 (50 mM), 10X PCR buffer minus MgCl2  (both from Invitrogen), dNTP mix 
(10mM, Clontech, CA, USA), Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase (1U, Invitrogen), forward and 
reverse primer (10pmol each, Eurofins MWG Operon, Germany). 
 
An initial denaturing step for 2 min at 94 ºC was followed by 10 cycles comprising 
denaturation for 15 s at 94 ºC, annealing for 15 s where the temperature dropped one degree 
centigrade per cycle from 63-53 ºC and extension for 70 s at 72 ºC. This was followed by 30 
cycles comprising 15 s at 94 ºC, 15 s at 53 ºC and 70 s at 72 ºC. The program was completed 
with a final elongation step for 5 min at 72 ºC. 
 
To verify that the sampled fish were females, the PCR product was loaded on a 1 % agarose 
gel stained with SYBR Safe DNA gel stain (Invitrogen) in order to visualize nucleic acids. 
Before loading, load dye (Invitrogen) was added to the PCR product. A female positive and a 
male control sample were also loaded on the gel, together with 1 kb ladder (Promega). Since 
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the male and the female fish should both have the DMRT1 gene, the male control was added 
to confirm that both bands (DMY and DRMT1) were amplified. Electrophoresis was 
conducted using an electrical field of 80 V for approximately 30 min.  
 
2.2 Dissection and dissociation 
 
2.2.1 Pituitary dissection 
 
Medaka extracellular (EC) medium was made by dissolving salts (134 mM NaCl (VWR, 
USA) 2.9 mM KCl (Sigma), 2.1 mM CaCl2 (Merck Biosciences), 1.2 mM MgCl2 (Fluka, 
USA)), sugar (1.8 mM glucose (Fluka)), buffer (10 mM HEPES, Sigma) and protein (1 % 
BSA (Bovine serum albumin, Sigma)) in water. Thereby pH was adjusted to 7.75 using 
NaOH and the osmolality (number of osmoles per kilograms of solvent) adjusted to 280 
mOsm/kg with NaCl. The medium was millipore filtered before use. The pH and osmolality 
of the phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Invitrogen) used in cell dissociation were similarly 
adjusted to 7.75 and 280 mOsm/kg each. 
 
The genotyped females were anaesthetized in benzocaine (0.2 - 0.5 mg/ml depending on size) 
in system water prior to dissection. The fish was pinned to a wax plate, the roof of the skull 
removed using fine tweezers and the spinal cord quickly severed (figure 8). The brain was 
flipped over to expose the pituitary, and the pituitary removed and placed in EC medium in an 
Eppendorf tube on ice.  
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Figure 8 Pituitary dissection a) Anaesthetized medaka with roof of skull removed to expose the brain. b) The brain is 
flipped over; the pituitary is marked by the blue circle. c) Close-up photo of the pituitary, the pituitary is marked by the blue 
circle. d) Fluoroscent image of c) showing GFP-expression in the pituitary (photos by Eirill Ager-Wick (c+d)).  
 
2.2.2 Cell dissociation  
 
The tissue sample (containing the pituitaries) was centrifuged briefly on a table top centrifuge 
(Galaxy MiniStar, VWR), the EC medium was removed and replaced with 0.1 % trypsin 
(Sigma, USA) and 0.2 % collagenase (Merck Biosciences) dissolved in PBS to wash the 
pituitaries. The tissue sample was centrifuged again, and the trypsin/collagenase solution 
removed and replaced with 1 ml fresh trypsin/collagenase solution and incubated in a shaking 
water bath (Julabo SW22, Julabo, USA) at 26 ºC for 30 min to dissociate the cells. The tissue 
sample was then centrifuged and the trypsin/collagenase solution replaced with 0.1 % trypsin 
inhibitor (Sigma) and about 2.5 µg/ml deoxyribonuclease (DNase, Sigma) in PBS. 
Subsequently the sample was incubated in the shaking water bath at 26 ºC for 20 min to stop 
the chemical dissociation. The tissue sample was centrifuged again and the trypsin inhibitor 
solution removed and replaced with ice-cold PBS.  
 
Then the tissue sample was mechanically dissociated on ice by repeated pipetting with a glass 
pipette. The resulting cell suspension was centrifuged at 4 ºC for 10 min at 200 g. To remove 
small particles/loose GFP fragments that could interfere with the FACS sorting, the 
supernatant was removed with a vacuum glass pipette. The pellet was resuspended in 100 µl 
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EC medium, and allophycocyanin (APC) Annexin V (BD Pharmingen, USA) added to the 
solution to mark the apoptotic cells. APC Annexin V binds to the membrane phospholipid 
phosphatidylserine, which is flipped to the outside of the membrane in apoptotic cells (figure 
9). The solution was mixed and left on ice until the FACS sorting was performed later the 
same day. The fluorophore APC was chosen because its fluorescence spectrum does not 
overlap the fluorescence spectrum of GFP.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 Staining with APC Annexin V. APC Annexin V binds to Phosphatidylserine that is flipped on the outside of the 
membrane in an apoptotic cell. (Made in Powerpoint based on a figure from www.biomol.de). 
 
2.3 FACS sorting 
 
GFP- expressing LH-producing gonadotropes from juvenile and adult medaka were sorted out 
by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS).  The FACS instrument is a specialized type of 
flow cytometer (figure 10). It provides a method for sorting a cell suspension marked with 
fluorophores into different containers based on size and fluorescent characteristics of the 
individual cells (Ibrahim & van den Engh 2007). 
 
The cell suspension is compressed by gas to form a fluid where the cells emerge one after 
another. The laser will then illuminate only one cell at any given time. Detectors measure the 
light scatter from the laser; the forward scatter (FSC) indicates the size of the cell and the side 
scatter (SSC) indicates the granularity or fluorescent character of the cell. Subsequently the 
cell suspension is distorted into droplets by a vibration mechanism. The system is adjusted so 
that it is a high probability for each droplet to contain only one cell. An electrical charge ring 
is placed just after the fluid is broken into droplets. The particles will be given a charge 
according to their fluorescence and size. The charge determines which of the sorting tubes the 
particle is sorted in. 
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Figure 10 FACS sorting The cell suspension is pressured by gas through the nozzle, where they emerge in a single file. The 
diameter is smaller at the end, which makes the cells move faster and causing the cells to have a greater distance to each 
other near the end. The laser beam illuminates one cell at any given time and detectors measure the light scatter. The forward 
scatter (FSC) measures the size of the cell, while the side scatter (SSC) is dependent on the granularity or the fluorescence of 
the cell. The fluid is broken into droplets by a vibration mechanism and then the particles are given a charge according to the 
scattering angle measured.  (Figure made in PowerPoint, based on Sabban, 2011) 
 
2.3.1 Procedure of FACS 
 
Before the samples were sorted on the FACS instrument (BD FACS Aria Cell Sorter, BD 
Biosciences USA) the accuracy of the equipment was tested and adjusted to the samples, 
consequently some material (including positive cells) was lost. To minimize the damage on 
the cells when collected into the sorting tube, a small volume of EC solution was added to the 
bottom of each tube. Prior to FACS the cell suspension was filtered through a 70 µM filter to 
remove cell-clusters, which could clog the instrument. The GFP-positive and APC-negative 
(i.e. non-apoptotic lhb-expressing) cells were collected at 4 ºC. The cells were then 
centrifuged for 10 min at 200 g, before being lysed in 300 µl of Trizol (Invitrogen) during 
vortexing for 1 min and finally snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The sample was stored at -80 
ºC until RNA isolation. 
 
 
2.4 RNA isolation  
 
The homogenized cells (in 300 µl Trizol) were thawed at room temperature. Additionally 200 
µl Trizol were added to the sample, because previous testing had showed that the yield was 
FSC 
 
SSC 
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higher when isolating in 500 µl Trizol. The sample was mixed and incubated at room 
temperature for 5 min. To phase separate the solution, 100 µl chloroform was added to the 
sample. The sample was vortexed and incubated at room temperature for 3 min, before being 
centrifuged at 4 ºC for 15 min at 14000 g. The sample was separated in 3 phases; one upper 
aqueous phase where the RNA remained, an interphase and a lower organic phase. About 2/3 
of the upper phase was harvested and transferred to a new tube. The RNA in the sample was 
precipitated with 250 µl isopropanol, and 1 µl GlycoBlue (60 µg/ml) added to the sample to 
make the small pellet visible. The sample was incubated at – 20 ºC for minimum 10 min and 
then centrifuged at 4 ºC for 10 min at 14000 g. After removing the supernatant, the pellet was 
washed with 500 µl ice-cold 75 % ethanol and centrifuged at 4 ºC for 5 min at 5000 g. The 75 
% ethanol was removed, and the pellet briefly air-dried. The pellet was resuspended in 10 µl 
of RNase free water and incubated at 55 ºC for 10 min to dissolve the pellet. The dissolved 
RNA was then stored at -80 ºC until cDNA synthesis and amplification. 
 
RNA quality and degree of degradation was measured with Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer 
(Invitrogen) and Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, USA) respectively. Qubit is a precise 
and sensitive method for measuring DNA and RNA concentrations as low as 10 pg/ µl. The 
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and Agilent RNA 6000 Pico Kit were used to measure the RNA-
quality.  The RNA quality is measured as the ratio between 18S and 28S ribosomal units, 
given as a RIN (RNA integrity number) that ranges from 1 (totally degraded RNA) to 10 
(intact RNA). The RIN value has to be at least 7 for reliable RNA-sequencing. In our samples 
the RIN values ranged from 7.2 to 8.2. 
 
 
2.5 cDNA synthesis and amplification 
 
Due to the small amount of RNA extracted, the RNA was amplified before RNA sequencing 
(RNA seq) to have sufficient template. This was carried out by use of the Ovation RNA Seq 
System V2 kit (NuGEN, CA, USA).  
 
To remove potential traces of genomic DNA in the sample, the RNA was DNase-treated 
(TURBO DNA-free, Ambion) following the procedure from the manufacturer. The cDNA 
synthesis and amplification was carried out on a PCR-plate, to ensure stability later in the 
process, were the use of a ring magnet (Beckman Coulter, USA) was necessary. The first and 
second strand cDNA synthesis was performed on ice.  
 
Primer annealing was performed by adding 2 µl of First Strand Primer Mix (NuGEN) and 5 
µl of isolated RNA in each well followed by mixing with a pipette. The PCR-plate was 
incubated in a thermal cycler at 65 ºC for 5 min. Thereby first strand synthesis was performed 
by adding 2.5 µl of First Strand Buffer Mix (NuGEN) and 0.5 µl of First Strand Enzyme Mix 
(NuGEN) to each well and then mixing with a pipette. First strand cDNA synthesis (reverse 
transcriptase) was carried out by incubation in a thermal cycler at 4 °C for 1 min, at 25 °C for 
10 min, at 42 °C for 10 min and finally at 70 °C for 15 min. The PCR-plate was briefly 
centrifuged to collect condensation in the wells.  
 
When first strand cDNA synthesis was completed, second strand cDNA synthesis was started 
immediately by adding 9.7 µl of Second Strand Buffer Mix (NuGEN) and 0.3 µl of Second 
Strand Enzyme Mix (NuGEN) to each well. The content of each well was mixed with a 
pipette and the PCR-plate incubated at 4 °C for 1 min, 25 °C for 10 min, 50 °C for 30 min and 
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finally at 80 °C for 20 min. The PCR-plate was briefly centrifuged again, to collect 
condensation in the wells. 
 
The cDNA was purified at room temperature using the Agencourt RNAClean XP beads (from 
Beckman Coulter and provided with the NuGEN kit) (figure 11). Thirty-two µl of the bead 
suspension was added to each well and mixed well. The PCR-plate was incubated for 10 min 
at room temperature to let the cDNA molecules attach to the magnetic beads. The PCR-plate 
was then transferred to a ring magnet and incubated for 5 min to clear the solution of the 
magnetic beads (with cDNA attached).  Keeping the PCR-plate on the magnet, 45 µl of the 
supernatant containing possible contaminants was removed from each well. Some of the 
volume was left behind to minimize loss of beads (and cDNA). The beads with cDNA 
attached were washed by adding 200 µl freshly prepared 70% ethanol to each well. Following 
incubation on the magnet for 30 s, the ethanol was removed. This washing procedure was 
repeated twice. The beads were left to air-dry on the magnet for 15-20 min. It was critical that 
all the ethanol had evaporated before continuing the procedure.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11 cDNA purification performed on a ring magnet 1. cDNA synthesis from the sampled RNA as described in the 
text. 2. Binding of cDNA-molecules to the magnetic beads to purify the cDNA. 3. The magnetic beads (with cDNA attached) 
were attracted to the magnet. The supernatant containing possible contamination was removed and the cDNA remained 
bound to the magnetic beads. 4. The bound cDNA was washed with ethanol. Then the PCR-plate was removed from the 
magnet for amplification of cDNA. 5. After amplification, the cDNA was eluted on the magnet. The cDNA was no longer 
attached to the beads. The cDNA remained in the solution while the beads were attracted to the magnet. 6. Transfer of the 
cDNA into a new well. (From Beckman Coulter, Inc.) 
 
 
The PCR-plate was removed from the magnet with the cDNA still bound to the beads, and 
SPIA (Single Primer Isothermal Amplification) amplification started. To elute and amplify 
the cDNA 20 µl of SPIA Buffer Mix, 10 µl SPIA Primer Mix and 10 µl SPIA Enzyme Mix 
was added to each well and thoroughly mixed with a pipette. The majority of the beads were 
at that time in the solution. The PCR-plate was incubated at 4 °C for 1 min, at 47 °C for 60 
min and at 80 °C for 20 min to amplify and elute the cDNA from the beads. The PCR-plate 
was briefly centrifuged to collect condensation in the wells, and then transferred to the 
magnet and incubated for 5 min to remove the beads, and leave the cDNA in the solution. The 
supernatant containing the amplified cDNA was transferred to a new tube. 
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2.5.1 Purification of cDNA 
 
QIAGEN MinElute Reaction Cleanup Kit was used to clean up the cDNA. All the 
centrifugation steps were carried out at 12 000 g at room temperature.  
 
The entire volume of cDNA was added to 300 µl of Buffer ERC (QIAGEN) in an Eppendorf 
tube, then the sample was vortexed for 5 s and centrifuged briefly. The sample was loaded on 
a MinElute column (QIAGEN) placed in an Eppendorf tube, then centrifuged for 1 min, 
before the flow-through was discarded. To each column, 750 µl of Buffer PE (QIAGEN) was 
added and then centrifuged for 1 min to wash the cDNA. The flow-through was discarded, 
and the column placed in the same Eppendorf tube and centrifuged additionally 2 min, to 
remove all traces of Buffer PE. After discarding the flow-trough again, the column was 
placed in a new Eppendorf tube. To elute the cDNA, 22 µl of Buffer EB (QIAGEN) was 
added to the centre of the column. Incubation of the column for 60 s was followed by 
centrifugation for another 60 s and the flow-through collected. The yield of the purified 
cDNA was measured on NanoDrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop, Thermo Fisher scientific). 
The cDNA was stored at -20 °C until RNA-sequencing. 
 
 
2.6 RNA sequencing 
 
RNA-seq is performed by converting RNA to cDNA, making a cDNA library that meet the 
requirement of the RNA-seq instrument, amplifying the cDNA library, sequencing the library 
and finally analysing the sequencing output. The sequencing service was provided by the 
Norwegian Sequencing Centre (www.sequencing.uio.no), a national technology platform 
hosted by the University of Oslo and supported by the "Functional Genomics" and 
"Infrastructure" programs of the Research Council of Norway and the Southeastern Regional 
Health Authorities. 
 
 
2.6.1 Data generation  
 
The RNA-seq was performed on a HiSeq2000 (Illumina, USA). First, a sequencing cDNA- 
library specific for HiSeq2000 was made by fragmenting the amplified cDNA. By gel 
filtration, fragments in the range of 200 – 600 bp were selected. Nucleotide adaptors 
necessary for amplification and sequencing were ligated to both ends of the cDNA-fragments 
(figure 12a). The cDNA molecules were pumped in low concentrations onto a glass slide, 
where complementary primers were attached. The adaptors of the fragments were then 
hybridized to the primers, thereby making the cDNA-library attach to the glass-plate. Several 
rounds of PCR amplified the library. This process is called bridge amplification and generated 
several clusters with identical cDNA- molecules in each cluster (figure 12b).  
 
The clusters of cDNA were copied base-by-base using the four nucleotides (ACGT) (figure 
12c). Each nucleotide had a unique fluorescent label that also functioned as a block for 
incorporation of the next nucleotide. After each synthesis step, the clusters were excited by a 
laser, which caused a fluorescent signal from the label attached to the last incorporated base. 
Further, the fluorescence label was removed by enzymatic cleavage, allowing the addition of 
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the next base. A built-in camera captured the fluorescent signal after each incorporation step. 
The time-series of images made up the sequence and was later converted to FASTQ format.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 12 Data generation. a) Ligation of primers to each end of individual cDNA molecules (library preparation). b) The 
library is hybridized to primers that are attached to the glass slide where the library is amplified. The amplification process is 
called bridge amplification due to the bending of the DNA-molecules. The amplification results in clusters of cDNA, where 
the cDNA molecules in each cluster are identical. c) The fluorescent signal of the four, labelled nucleotides is captured by a 
built in camera. The fluorescent marker works as a block for incorporation of a new base and is removed before the next base 
is incorporated. The time-series of images is translated to a sequence (figures by Illumina inc). 
 
The FASTQ format is a text-based format to store nucleotide data, with quality scores 
included for each base. The cDNA molecules could be sequenced from one end producing 
single-end reads, or sequenced from both ends producing paired-end reads. In this project the 
sequenced data comprised of 68 535 934 and 81 119 072 paired-end reads (each read 100 bp 
long) from juveniles and adults, respectively. These reads contain all the information about 
the transcriptome and thus the genes that were expressed at sampling time. 
 
 
2.6.2 Sequence analysis  
 
After sequencing the cDNA library, the FASTQ file that contained the sequenced reads was 
examined. Each sequenced base had a quality score, which is a score based upon the 
probability of that base being sequenced correctly (compared to the template). It is critical to 
check the data amount to know how much data there is to handle and to check the data quality 
to know if the RNA-seq has been successful before continuing analysis. The FASTQ file from 
Illumina comes with a systematic identifier before each read. The systematic identifier 
contains information about the reads such as when the read was sequenced, which cluster on 
the glass plate the read was from and which member of a pair the read was.  
 
After sequence quality was approved, the analysis proceeded with aligning the reads to the 
reference genome (mapping). A mapping is regarded correct if the read overlaps the right 
region in the genome, and an alignment is the detailed placement of each base in a read, and is 
regarded to be correct if each base overlaps the right base of the genome. Therefore it is often 
necessary to refine the mapping to get the right alignment.  
 
 
a)  b)  c)  
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Figure 13 Mapping reads with TopHat First all the reads that fall within the exons (blue) are aligned with Bowtie. Then 
TopHat maps the reads (red) that map over exon-exon junctions. 
 
In this RNA-seq analysis pipeline the mapping was performed by the free open-source 
software Bowtie and TopHat. Both Bowtie and TopHat are UNIX-based, but there exists a 
graphical interface provided by the Galaxy project online (https://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/). 
Bowtie is based on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT). BWT is a computer algorithm 
for finding the location of substrings (reads) within a string (reference genome). TopHat is 
built on Bowtie and can map the reads that spans over the introns (splice junctions). These 
reads on the splice junctions would normally fail to be read because they do not map 
continuously to the genome (Trapnell et al 2009). TopHat finds these junctions by performing 
the procedure in two steps (figure 13). First TopHat uses Bowtie to map all reads, and then it 
searches all the reads that was not originally mapped and find the splice-sites. TopHat finds 
about 70 % of all exon splice junctions, according to Trapnell, 2009. The reads where mapped 
to the medaka genome available at Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org/index.html). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14 Overview over analysis pipeline. First the qualities of the reads are checked, then the reads are mapped to the 
genome with TopHat, the reads are counted with HTSeq. Thereby the reads could be normalized and find differential 
expression between samples with DESeq. 
When all the reads are mapped to the genome, it is possible to count the reads and get an 
estimate of expression level of the different genes the reads align to (figure 14). The reads 
were counted using the HTSeq-package in Python (programming language). A software 
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called DESeq was used in the programming language R to normalize the counts of the reads 
against total numbers of reads, and to compare the expression level between the juvenile and 
the adult samples. Differential expression is represented with a heat map, which was made 
with the MEV software (version 4.7.4) (Saeed et al. 2006). 
 
 
2.7 Phylogenetic trees and sequence analysis 
 
The KCa channel sequences were located in eel, medaka and cod, and a phylogenetic analyses 
were made of the obtained sequences. The databases NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) 
and Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org) were used to retrieve KCa channel sequences from fish 
and tetrapods. Cod and medaka sequences were found by a BLAST (Basic Local Alignment 
Search Tool) search with known KCa channel sequences against their respective genomes        
(Kasahara et al. 2007; Star et al. 2011) in Ensembl. The eel KCa channel sequences were 
obtained by using the CLC DNA Workbench software to do a local BLAST with known KCa 
channel sequences against the eel genome and pituitary transcriptome (Henkel et al. 2012) 
(www.eelgenome.org). The eel pituitary transcriptome where used to find the exons in the 
channel sequences. CLC DNA Workbench software was also used to make alignments of the 
amino-acid sequences of the eel, medaka and cod KCa channels as presented in Results. 
 
All the KCa channel amino acid sequences (The NCBI and Ensembl accession numbers are 
found in appendix 1) were aligned with Muscle (multiple sequence comparison by log-
expectation) (Edgar 2004) in SeaView 4.3.3 (Gouy et al. 2010) for phylogenetic tree 
construction. The alignment was then manually edited to make a best possible basis for 
phylogenetic tree generation. Alignments were tested with the program ProtTest 
(bioportal.uio.no) (Abascal et al. 2005) to find the best fitted evolutionary model. ProtTest 
finds the model of protein evolution that best fit a given alignment; the models are 
substitution matrices and also have improvements that account for evolutionary constraints. 
Phylogenetic trees were constructed using PHYML in SeaView 4.3.3 and bootstrap analysis 
was performed on 500 trees.  
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3 Results 
 
 
3.1 Genotyping of sex 
 
Juvenile and adult medaka were genotyped to ensure that only females were sampled for 
RNA-sequencing. The PCR-amplification of the DMY and DMRT1 gene were analysed by 
gel electrophoresis (figure 15). Since both the autosomal DMRT1 (1300 kb product) gene and 
the male-specific DMY (1000 kb product) gene were amplified by the same primers, a male 
control was required in addition to the female positive control, ensuring that both genes were 
amplified in the PCR and could be distinguished. However, the autosomal DMRT1 gene in 
males was not amplified. Despite the lack of the 1300 kb product in males, it was still 
possible to differentiate between the sexes. In this run (figure 15) all unknown samples were 
females. Out of 115 adults and 139 juveniles tested, 113 (98 %) and 101 (74 %) were females, 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 Genotyping of sex with PCR. Lane 1 and 14: 1 kB ladder (Invitrogen).  Lane 2-11:  PCR-product from 
phenotypically sorted females that was genotyped, all with 1300 kb product. Lane 12: Female positive control containing 
DMRT1 gene (1300 kb product). Lane 13:  Male control containing male specific DMY gene (1000 kb product). The 
autosomal DMRT1 gene lacks in this male control. Note that all of the unknown samples are females in this run (lane 2-11).  
 
 
3.2 FACS-sorting 
 
The (lhb:GFP) line of medaka used in this project has the GFP gene coupled to the LHβ 
promoter enabling LH producing gonadotropes to express GFP (figure 16). The GFP 
expressing cells were sorted out from a suspension of acutely dissociated pituitary cells using 
the BD FACSAria instrument at Ullevål University Hospital.  
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Figure 16 Dispersed pituitary cells from female adult medaka. LH-producing gonadotropes express GFP.  Some of the 
GFP expressing cells have extensions. Note the GFP-negative cells, which are endocrine cells producing hormones other than 
LH. (Photo by Eirill Ager-Wick) 
 
Adjustments and optimization were made prior to FACS sorting to identify cells with the 
characteristics of healthy, GFP-positive cells. Optimization should be done before FACS 
sorting of each new cell type (Tzur et al. 2011). The dot plot (each cell represented as a dot on 
a x-y graph) of the FACS sorting, visualizes the characteristics of the cells and thereby makes 
it possible to define characteristics of desired cells (figure 17). Adjustment was based on the 
size and fluorescent characteristics of the desired cells, measured by the intensity of SSC and 
FSC respectively. As a result of the adjustments performed on the samples prior to sorting, 
some GFP-positive cells were lost in the process. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17 Determining the sorting parameters by dot-plots. a) Excluding small fragments. Initially the cell population to 
be sorted are identified based on size. Each dot represents one cell, with the x-axis indicating cell size based on forward 
scatter characteristics (FSC), and the y-axis indicating granularity or fluorescent characteristics based on side scatter 
characteristics (SSC) .The red and the blue dots represents cells that are selected for further sorting. The black dots in this 
plot represent small fragments and are thus excluded. b) Excluding doublets. The cell population is sorted on size; doublets 
are discriminated based on side scatter pulse width (SSC-W), where the larger cells have higher values (y-axis), and the x-
axis is the same as the y-axis in a). c) Representation of the sorting parameters based on fluorescence. X-axis represents the 
intensity of APC and the y-axis represents the intensity of GFP. Cells in the lower right corner (Q4) are sorted out. These 
cells are healthy, have no sign of apoptosis (low APC signal) and have a strong GFP expression (strong GFP FITC signal).  
 
The population of cells to be selected is initially identified based on size. Particles too small 
to be cells are excluded first (figure 17 a). Thereby, the population of cells are further sorted 
on size to get rid of doublets, based on side scatter pulse width (SSC-W) (figure 17 b). 
Otherwise a GFP-positive cell adhered to a negative cell could be recognized as a positive, 
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obscuring the analysis. Further, the population of singlet cells was separated based on their 
fluorescent characteristics. Figure 17 c) represents the analysis of two fluorescent (APC and 
GFP) markers with respect to each other. APC Annexin V stained the cells for apoptosis as 
described in Materials and Methods. The intensity of APC is presented along the y-axis, with 
the apoptotic cells at higher values. The GFP is presented along the x-axis, with the stronger 
GFP at higher values. The cells that had the characteristics of Q4, a low APC intensity and a 
high GFP intensity, were selected.  Figure 18 gives an overview of the amount of cells that 
were sorted in each condition. Compared to the total amount of cells from the pituitary, there 
were few GFP-positive cells. The small peak far right represents the cells selected for further 
analysis. 
 
 
 
Figure 18 Overview of the sorted cells. a) Overview of how many cells that was sorted out in each condition in the same 
sorting as figure 17. The y-axis represents the count of cells that are sorted in each condition and the x-axis represents the 
intensity of GFP-expression. There are few GFP positive cells compared to the total count of cells from the pituitary. The 
small peak far right marked “strong GFP + ve“ represents the cells that were used for further analysis.  
 
The output from the juvenile and adult pituitaries was quite different regarding the total 
number of GFP positive cells (table 1), the number being considerably lower in juveniles. 
From 60 adult pituitaries, we got 80 000 GFP positive cells, resulting in 100 ng of RNA, in 
contrast to the juvenile sample where 120 pituitaries resulted in 13 000 GFP positive cells and 
only 12 ng of RNA. The low output of cells from juveniles resulted in a similarly low output 
of RNA making it necessary to pre-amplify cDNA before the Illumina sequencing to have 
enough template (the minimum required RNA for the RNA-seq protocol at the time of 
sequencing was 1 µg). The cDNA synthesis and amplification process were performed as 
described in Materials and Methods and resulted in 4,8 µg and 3,0 µg cDNA in the adult and 
juvenile sample, respectively. 
 
  
Table 1 Table of the output of cell sorting, RNA isolation and amplification. Note that there are a considerably lower 
number of GFP cells from the juvenile medaka despite doubling the amount of fish.  
 Pituitaries GFP positive cells RNA (ng)  cDNA (µg) 
Juvenile 120 13 000 12 3,0 
Adult 60 80 000 100 4,8 
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3.3 RNA-sequencing 
 
 
3.3.1 Quality of the sequenced reads 
 
From each run on the Illumina platform, a FASTQ file is provided where the quality scores 
for each base of a read is implemented. These quality scores may be visualized in plots, to 
inspect the quality of the reads and possibly exclude reads or trim (remove) some parts of the 
sequences before continuing analysis. For paired-end (sequenced from both ends) reads 
quality score plots are provided for each member of a pair. 
 
Figure 19 gives an overview of the quality scores of all reads from one member of the pair-
end reads from one of the adult samples. A quality score of 30 indicates a probability that 1 
out of 1000 bases are incorrectly sequenced based on the template. A quality score above 28 
is generally considered very good as indicated with green background colour (figure 19). 
Quality scores above 20 are considered acceptable (orange), and quality scores below 20 are 
considered insufficient (red). Yellow boxes represent the inter-quartile (25-75 %) range of the 
reads, and the black whiskers are at 10 % and 90 %. In this example the quality of the first 8 
bases was lower than the following bases; according to the manufacturer of Ovation RNA-seq 
amplification kit, this is an artefact from the cDNA pre-amplification process. The first 8 
bases were therefore trimmed from the sequence prior to analysis. As expected when using 
the Illumina technology, the read quality decreased towards the end of each read. 
 
 
 
Figure 19 RNA-seq quality scores across bases of all reads. The X-axis represents position in read (bp) and the Y-axis 
represents the quality score for each base. The quality scores are calculated from all the reads (81 119 072) from the adult 
sample in this example. The yellow box is the inter-quartile range, the upper and lower black whiskers represent the 10 % 
and 90 % respectively. The red line and the blue line are displaying the median and the mean of the quality values 
respectively. The background colours indicate whether the quality scores are good (green), acceptable (orange) or bad (red). 
Overall the quality for these reads is very good (all of the quality scores fall within the green area). However the first 8 bases 
in every read show a lower quality than the following bases. 
 
One should consider the distribution of quality scores for all the reads (figure 20) to 
potentially exclude subsets of reads with a lower quality, given the possibility of obscuring 
the analysis. The mean quality of the sequence on the x-axis is plotted against the number of 
2 Per Base Sequence Quality
The graph shows an overview of the range of quality values cros all bases at each position
in the FastQ file. The central red line shows the median of the quality v lues an the blue
line shows the mean of the quality values.
3 Per Sequence Quality Scores
The graph is generated by computing the average quality of a read (by averaging across read
positions) and then plotting the distribution of this average quality. It thus enables you to
tell whether low quality bases are located in a subset of the reads or distributed across all
reads.
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reads at the y-axis. The majority of the reads are clustered around a quality of 38, which 
indicates very good quality. There are no subsets of reads that show a substantially lower 
quality. 
 
 
 
Figure 20 Quality score distribution over all sequences. This plot is generated to assess whether the quality scores are 
evenly distributed among the reads. The X-axis shows the average quality score and the Y-axis shows number of reads. The 
quality scores among all the reads are good, and there are no subsets of reads with a substantially lower quality. 
 
 
3.3.2 Mapping of reads onto the medaka genome 
 
Mapping of the reads onto the medaka genome (Ensembl.org, 2006) was performed with the 
software TopHat. Only the part of the medaka genome assembled into chromosomes (about 
90 % of the genome) was used for mapping. Consequently, some of the reads could originate 
from genes belonging to the part of the genome assembled in scaffolds, and thus be 
overlooked in the analysis.  
 
Over 90 % of the reads from both juvenile and adult samples mapped onto the genome. 
Expression of genes was counted using DEseq, and genes with expression value > 1 from 
DESeq was defined as being expressed (figure 21). In the sample from juvenile medaka 70 % 
of the annotated genes were expressed, compared to 78 % in the adult medaka sample.  
 
 
 
2 Per Base Sequence Quality
The graph shows an overview of the range of quality values across all bases at each position
in the FastQ file. The central red line shows the median of the quality values and the blue
line shows the mean of the quality values.
3 Per Sequence Quality Scores
The graph is generated by computing the average quality of a read (by averaging across read
positions) and then plotting the distribution of this average quality. It thus enables you to
tell whether low quality bases are located in a subset of the reads or distributed across all
reads.
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Figure 21 Overview of and expression. a) Overview of reads mapped to the medaka genome using TopHat.  The y-axis 
represents percentage of mapped reads. From the sequenced juvenile sample 94 % of the reads mapped to the genome while 
91 % of the reads from the adult sample mapped to the genome. b) The total amount of genes expressed. The y-axis 
represents the percentage of genes expressed compared to total amount of genes (that are assembled in chromosomes). In the 
juveniles 70 % were expressed (expression value >1 from DESeq), while 78 % of the adult genes were expressed (expression 
value >1 from DESeq)  
 
 
3.3.3 Gene expression in female medaka gonadotropes 
 
I have chosen to focus on the expression of GnRH-R, LHβ-subunit and the dopamine 
receptors since these genes are involved in puberty. I have also focused on the KCa channels; 
these results are presented in 3.4. The gene expression is measured in counts of reads 
mapping to the gene transcripts, the counts are normalized in the software DESeq, which also 
estimate the count of reads on each transcript. There is a relatively low expression of the 
GnRH-R3 in adult medaka (count of 4), compared to no detected expression in the juvenile 
sample. It is not possible to say anything about the expression of the other GnRH-R in this 
analysis, as the genes for other GnRH-R’s are located on the scaffolds, which were not 
included in this analysis. The LHβ-mRNA show massive expression in both adult and 
juvenile, with 21715 and 32447 counts respectively. The corresponding GPα-mRNA that is 
the subunit similar for FSH, LH and TRH was similarly highly expressed, with 112444 counts 
from the adult sample and 39902 counts from the juvenile sample, which means a 2.8 fold 
change from juvenile to adult. The dopamine receptor1-3 (D1-3) was expressed. D1 (count of 
92) and D3 (count of 264) were expressed more in juveniles than in adults, where D1 had a 
count of 15 and D3 had a count of 114. However the D2 receptor was expressed more in the 
adults than the juveniles, with 1658 and 1423 counts respectively. The fold change was 
greater for the two receptors (D1 and D3) more highly expressed in juveniles.  
 
Figure 22 represents the hundred most differentially expressed genes between the juvenile 
and adult based on fold change. However, since a large-scale analysis of the gene expression 
levels in my samples was out of the scope of this master thesis, I have not included additional 
information about the differentially expressed genes in the figure. The figure is included to 
illustrate that there are indeed differences between the samples.  
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Figure 22 Heat map of the hundred most differential expressed genes based on fold change. a) Higher expression in 
adult than juvenile. b) Higher expression in juvenile than adult. The colours indicate the count of the reads mapping to the 
transcript, ranging from 0 (blue) to 50 (red). 
 
 
3.4 KCa channels 
 
The KCa channels are involved in the control of electrical excitability in the gonadotropes. Our 
group has studied these channels with electrophysiological techniques and is interested in 
a) b) 
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more detailed knowledge on how these channels are expressed in gonadotropes of the model 
organisms (cod, eel and medaka). Differences between the two gonadotrope subtypes, 
between sexes and between juvenile and adult fish may be expected. 
 
 
3.4.1 Expression of KCa channels in LH-producing gonadotropes 
 
All of the KCa channels were expressed in both adult and juvenile female medaka, except for 
one of the two KCNN1 (variant 2 of 2) that was not expressed in neither juvenile nor adult. 
The expression levels in adult and juvenile samples were similar for all the channels analysed 
(figure 23).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 23 Expression of the different KCa channels in the LH-producing gonadotropes. The Y-axis shows a logarithmic 
scale of the counts per gene. With an exception of one of the KCNN1-genes, all channels were expressed both in juveniles 
and adults and no large differences were found in expression between the two samples.  
 
 
3.4.2 Alignments of eel, cod and medaka KCa sequences 
 
The KCa sequences from eel, medaka and cod were obtained by searching their respective 
genomes with BLAST, as described in Materials and Methods, and the sequences were 
aligned with CLC DNA Workbench software for figure representation. For eel, sequences 
were only obtained for the BK channel, the SK1 channel and SK2 channel. The parts of the 
eel sequence that seem to be genuine sequences are marked with red and green vertical lines 
in the figures (figure 24-28). The KCa channels are highly conserved through all vertebrates, it 
is therefore expected that the eel sequence will be similar in the areas of all the functional 
domains.  
 
In medaka and cod there exist two versions of the BK channel sequence. For eel, on the other 
hand, only a small part of one sequence was obtained and there was no evidence for a second 
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version (figure 24). The two BK versions (designated A and B) were almost identical, with 
minor differences in the amino acid sequences. Marked with horizontal blue lines are two 
segments of the alignment where the BK A-variant of cod and medaka differs from the BK B-
variant. 
 
 
 
Figure 24 Alignment of BK channel sequence. The alignment was generated with the CLC DNA Workbench software. 
Percentage of conservation is displayed in pink under the alignment. The S4 and S5 region in the BK channels are 
highlighted in pink, the pore-containing region is highlighted in green and the calcium bowl is highlighted in blue. The KCa 
signature sequence (GYGD) is marked with a red box. The eel-sequence that was obtained is marked with 2 red vertical 
lines. The term A and B is designed to separate the two genes from cod and medaka derived from separate 
chromosomes/scaffolds. Marked with horizontal blue lines are stretches of the sequences where version a and version b of 
cod and medaka sequence corresponds. (MedakaA corresponds to (1 of 2) and medakaB corresponds to (2 of 2) in figure 23). 
 
Similarly two versions of the SK1 gene also exist in cod and medaka, while only one version 
was obtained from eel (figure 25). The SK1 sequence that was found in eel was aligned to the 
cod and medaka SK1 sequences, and the segments of the sequence that most likely are correct 
RF LRALRL I QF SE I LQF LN I LKT SNS I KL VNLCS I F I S TWL TAAGF I HL VENSGDPWENFQNSQSLSYWECVY L LMVTMSTVGYGDVYAKT T LGR
RF LRALRL I QF SE I LQF LN I LKT SNS I KL VNLCS I F I S TWL TAAGF I HL VENSGDPWENFQNSQALSYWECVY L LMVTMSTVGYGDVYAKT T LGR
RF LRALRL I QF SE I LQF LN I LKT SNS I KL VNLCS I F I S TWL TAAGF I HL VENSGDPWEDFKNSQSLSYWECVY L LMVTMSTVGYGDVYAKT T LGR
RF LRALRL I QF SE I LQF LN I LKT SNS I KL VNLCS I F I S TWL TAAGF I HL VENSGDPWEDFQNSQELSYWECVY L LMVTMSTVGYGDVYAKT T LGR
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I KL VNLCS I F I S TWL TAAGF I HL VENSGDPWENFQNSQALSYWECVY L LMVTMSTVGYGDVYAKT T LGR
L FMVF F I LGGLAMFASYVPE I I E L I GNRKKYGGSYSAVNGRKH I VVCGH I T L ESVSNF LKDF LHKDRDDVNVE I V F LHN I SPNLE LEAL FKRHF T
L FMVF F I LGGLAMFASYVPE I I E L I GNRKKYGGSYSAVNGRKH I VVCGH I T L ESVSNF LKDF LHKDRDDVNVE I V F LHN I SPNLE LEAL FKRHF T
L FMVF F I LGGLAMFASYVPE I I E L I GNRKKYGGSYSAVNGRKH I VVCGH I T L ESVSNF LKDF LHKDRDDVNVE I V F LHN I SPNLE LEAL FKRHF T
L FMVF F I LGGLAMFASYVPE I I E L I GNRKKYGGSYSAVNGRKH I VVCGH I T L ESVSNF LKDF LHKDRDDVNVE I V F LHN I SPNLE LEAL FKRHF T
L FMVF F I LGGLAMFASYVPE I I E L I GNRKKYGGSYSAVNGRKH I VVCGH I T L ESVSNF LKDF LHKDRDDVNVE I V F LHD I SPNLE LEAL FKRHF T
QVE FYQGSVLNPHDLARVK I ESADACL I LANKYCGDPDAEDASN I MRV I S I KNYHPK I R I I TQMLQYHNKKAHL LN I PSWNWKEGDDA I CLAE LK
QVE FYQGSVLNPHDLARVK I ESADACL I LANKYCADPDAEDASN I MRV I S I KNYHPK I R I I TQMLQYHNK - AHL LN I PSWNWKEGDDA I CLAE LK
QVE FYQGSVLNPHDLARVK I ESADACL I LANKYCADPDAEDASN I MRV I S I KNYHPR I R I I TQMLQYHNK - AHL LN I PSWNWREGDDA I CLAE LK
QVE FYQGSVLNPHDLARVK I ESADACL I LANKYCADPDAEDASN I MRV I S I KNYHPK I R I I TQMLQYHNK - AHL LN I PSWNWKEGDDA I CLAE LK
QVE FYQGSVLNPHDLARVK I ESADACL I LANKYCADPDAEDASN I MRV I S I KNYHPK I R I I TQMLQYH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGF I AQSCLAQGLS TMLANL FSMRSF I E I EEDTWQKYYLEGVANEMYTEY LSSAFVGLS FPH I CE LCYVKLKL L L I A I EYKSEQRESRFVKC I L I
LGF I AQSCLAQGLS TMLANL FSMRSF I K I EEDTWQKYYLEGVSNEMYTEY LSSAFVGLS FPV I CE LCYVKLKL L L I A I EYKSDQRESR I PPS T L I
AGF I AQSCLAQGLS TMLANL FSMRSF I E I EEDTWQKYYLEGVANEMYTEY LSNAFVGLS FP TVCE LCYVKLKL L L I A I EYKSEQRESRSRKR I L I
LGF I AQSCLAQGLS TMLANL FSMRSF I K I EEDTWQKYYLEGVANEMYTEY LSSAFVGLS FPV I CE LCYVKLKL L L I A I EYKSDQRES - - - - S T L I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NPGNHVKMQEGT LGF F I ASDAKEVKRAFYYCKACHDD I TDPKR I KKCGCKRL I YSKMSVYKRMKLACCFDCGRSEQDCSCMSGSVHSNMDT LQRA
NPGNHVKMQEGT LGF F I ASDAKEVKRAL FYCKACHDD I SDPKR I KKCGCKKLMYSKTAAHKKMRLACCFGCGRSAWGCCCMPVNVHCNLDSPRRD
NPGNHVKLQEGT LGF F I ASDAKEVKRAF FYCKACHDD I TDAKR I KKCGCKRL I YSKMS I CKRMKLACCFDCGRSATECSCMSGSVHSNADSLQRA
NPGNHVKMEEGT LGF F I ASDAKEVKRAL FYCKACHDD I TDPKR I KKCGCKKL I YSKRFAYQRMKLACCFDCGSADRDCSCMPVYVHCNTDAPQRD
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
YP L SSVS I HDCAT T LRAFEDEHPS T LSPKKKQRNGGMRNSPNCSPKMMSRHDPL L I PGNEQ I ENMDMN I KRYDS TGMFHWCPSKD I EKV I L TRSE
I P L SAVSVNECSAT LRAFEEDRHSALSPKKKQRNGGMRNSPNSSPK I RVRHDPL F I PGSEQ I ESMDENVKKYDS TGMFHWCPSRD I EKV I L TRSE
YP LSSVSVHDCAT T LRAFEDEHPS T LSPKKKQRNGGMRNSPNCSPKMMSRHDPL L I PGNEQ I ENMDMSVKKYDSTGMFHWCPSKE I EKV I L TRSE
I P L SVVSVSDCST T LRAFEEEQ - - T L SPKKKQRNGGVRSSPNCSPK I - MRHDPL I I PAGDQ I ESMDMNVKKYDSTGMFHWCPSKE I EKV L L TRSE
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ASMTV LSGHVVVC I FGDV TSALVGLRNLVMPLRASNFHYHE LKP I V F VGS LDY LRREWET LHNFPKVS I L PGTP LSRADLRAVN I NLCDMCV I L S
AAMTV LSGHVVVC I FGDVKSAL I GLRNFVMPLRASNFHYHE LKH I V F VGS LEY LKREWET LHNFPKVS I L PGTP LSRADLRAVN I NLCDMCV I L S
ASMTV LSGHVVVC I FGDV TSALVGLRNLVMPLRASNFHYHE LKP I V F VGS LDY LRREWET LHNFPKVS I L PGTP LSRADLRAVN I NLCDMCV I L S
AAMTV LSGHVVVC I FGDAKSALVGLRNLVMPLRASNFHYHE LKH I V F VGS LEY LKREWET LHNFPKVS I L SGTP LSRADLRAVN I NLCDMCV I L S
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ANQNN I EDAS LQDKEC I LAS LN I KSMQFDDS I GV LQANSQGF TPPGMDRSSPDSSPVHGFVRQASV T TGSN I P I I T E L VNDSNVQF LDQDDDDDP
ANQNN I DDAS LQDKEC I LAS LN I KSML FDDS I RV LQANSQGF TPPGMDRSSPENSPVHGLVRQTSV T TGAN I P I I T E L VNDSNVQF LDQDDDDDP
ANQNN I DDVS LQDKEC I LAS LN I KSMQFDDS I GV LQANSQGF TPPGMDRLSPDSSPVHGLVRQASV T TGAN I P I I T E L VNDSNVQF LDQDDDDDP
ANQNN I DDAS LQDKEC I LAS LN I KSMHFDDS I GL LQANSQGF TPPGMDRSSAENSPVHG I VRQ I S I S TGAN I P I I T E L VNDSNVQF LDQDDDDDP
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1
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are marked with red vertical lines (the part that was used for phylogenetic analysis), and green 
vertical lines. However, within the area where the eel sequence was found, a poorly 
sequenced region of the cod SK1 sequence (SK1_codA) was evident, and the entire sequence 
was therefore removed from the phylogenetic analysis. Similarly to the BK channel, some 
stretches of the sequence had the same amino acids replacement in both cod and medaka, 
where the A sequence from cod was similar to the A sequence from medaka. The A-sequence 
of both medaka and cod was longer than the B-sequences.  
 
 
Figure 25 Alignment of the SK1 channel sequences. The alignment was generated with the CLC DNA workbench. 
Percentage of conservation is displayed in pink under the alignment. The S1-S5 regions in the SK1 channels are highlighted 
in pink, the pore-containing region is highlighted in green and the calmodulin-binding domain is highlighted in blue. The KCa 
signature sequence (GYGD) is marked with a red box. The eel-sequence that was most likely a genuin sequence is marked 
with two red vertical lines (part of the sequence used for the tree generation) and green vertical lines. The term A and B is 
designed to separate the two genes from cod and medaka derived from separate chromosomes/scaffolds. Medaka A 
corresponding to version (2 of 2) and medakaB corresponds to version (1 of 2) in figure 23. (Annotation of SK-sequences 
from Cong et al, 2009) 
 
The part of the SK2 channel sequence from eel that appears to be genuine is marked with two 
red vertical lines (figure 26). The part of the eel sequence not marked with vertical lines is 
most likely out of reading frame, since the SK channel sequences are highly conserved among 
vertebrates. SK2 channel sequences were found for both medaka and cod, and the sequences 
are similar, with an exception of a few amino acids. 
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Figure 26 Alignment of SK2 channel sequence. The alignment was generated with the CLC DNA workbench. Percentage 
of conservation is displayed in pink under the alignment. The S1-S5 regions in the SK1 channels are highlighted in pink, the 
pore-containing region is highlighted in green and the calmodulin-binding domain is highlighted in blue. The KCa signature 
sequence (GYGD) is marked with a red box. The part of the eel-sequence that is most likely a genuine sequence is marked 
with two red vertical lines; this was the part of the sequence used for the tree generation. (Annotation of SK-sequences from 
Cong et al, 2009) 
 
The SK3 and IK channel sequences were not found in eel, while both channel sequences were 
found in medaka and cod (figure 27 and 28). The medaka and cod sequences are very similar 
to each other, but differ in some amino acids when it comes to both SK3 and IK. The cod SK3 
channel sequence is shorter than the medaka sequence, possibly because some part of the 
sequence is missing in the published genome (figure 27). The IK sequences are less similar 
between cod and medaka, than the two SK3 sequences (figure 28). The part of the sequences 
used for phylogenetic analysis is marked with red vertical lines in both figures. 
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Figure 27 Alignment of SK3 channel sequence. The alignment was generated with the CLC DNA workbench. Percentage 
of conservation is displayed in pink under the alignment. The S1-S5 regions in the SK1 channels are highlighted in pink, the 
pore-containing region is highlighted in green and the calmodulin-binding domain is highlighted in blue. The KCa signature 
sequence (GYGD) is marked with a red box. The part of the sequence used for phylogenetic analysis is marked with two red 
vertical lines. (Annotation of SK-sequences from Cong et al, 2009) 
 
 
 
Figure 28 Alignment of IK channel sequence. The alignment was generated with the CLC DNA workbench. Percentage of 
conservation is displayed in pink under the alignment. The KCa signature sequence (GYGD) is marked with green 
highlighting. Percentage of conservation is displayed in pink under the alignment. The part of the sequence between the two 
red vertical lines is used in the phylogenetic analysis.  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - HSPSMERE - - - - - - RDRGCKHRQASP LVHRRDSNPF
LPPAS LPKLP LSSSGTQPLP TP I PNALHP TS TP LSSCLGSQHSLSGENSPVYNAL FYSSHSPSMEREKDRERDRDRGSKHRQASP LVHRRDSNPF
TE I AMSSCKYTGGVMKPLSRLSASRRNL I ESDSSSE TKEGGVSS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SPPE I V I SSKEDSPYARR
TE I AMSSCKYTGGVMKPLSRLSASRRNL I ESESSSE TKEGAVSAVAGLSVAGGHDRQRDAPSACSV TQSS TNQL L I QT PPE I V I SSKEDS TYPRG
- YD I SDS TSN - - - - - HR - - - - - - - QRRRGGRGH - - - - - - - - - - WAPGSMSKASKRKNQN I GYKLGHRRAL FEKRKRLSDYAL I FGMFG I VVMV I E
GYD I TDSSSNQMS I YHQNHALVESRRVQPGRGSRQAGVGAASTGARGSTSKASKRKNQN I GYKLGHRRAL FEKRKRLSDYAL I FGMFG I VVMV I E
T E L SWGVYNKSSMYSLALKCL I S L S T V I L LGL I I AYHAREVQL FV I DNGADDWR I AMTMERVL L I S L E L L VSAVHPVPGDFKF LWRARLAFSY TP
TE LSWGVYSKSSMYSLALKCL I S L S T V I L LGL I I AYHAREVQL FV I DNGADDWR I AMTMERVL L I AL E L L VSAVHPVPGDFKFQWRARLAFSYAP
SHAEADLDMVLSVPMF LRLY L I ARVML LHSKL F TDASSRS I GALNKVHFNTRFVMKT LMT I CPGTV L L V FS I S LW I I AAWTVRVCERYHDAQD I T
SQAEADLDMVLSVPMF LRLY L I ARVML LHSKL F TDASSRS I GALNKVHFNTRFVMKT LMT I CPGTV L L V FS I S LW I I AAWTVRVCERYHDAQDVT
SNF LGAMWL I S I T F L S I GYGDMVPNTYCGKGVCL L TG I MGAGCTALVVAVVARKLE L TKAEKHVHNFMMDTQL TKR I KNAAANVLRE TWL I YKHT
SNF LGAMWL I S I T F L S I GYGDMVPHTYCGKGVCL L TG I MGAGCTALVVAVVARKLE L TKAEKHVHNFMMDTQL TKR I KNAAANVLRE TWL I YKHT
KLAKK I DHSRVRKHQRKF LQA I HQLRSVKMEQRKLSDQANT LVDLSKMQSVMYELMSE LNDRSEDLERQMLS LEHRVEQL TAGF TALPAHL - - - -
KLMKK I DHSRVRKHQRKF LQA I HQLRSVKMEQRKLSDQANT LVDLSKMQSVMYELMSE LNDRSEDLERQMLS LEQRVEQL TAGFNALPAHLSAT L
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SAQHAALVQL LRERDARDSRGGGAVLP LSPAASV TKSP LSPPPP LSPDGSLEASPKPNSCTSSC
1
 
VEGNNLYRLRDRKFV LEDKKRLCAWALGVAL LG I L LM I CRAEMCP - - - - - - - - - S F I I SCS I SMS TACL LV L I I AFHYKD I RL F I I DHHHVDWR I
MEGHNLYRLRDRKL L I EDKKRLCALALGAAL LG I L LM I I HAE I CPHVYKPGSKVSM I I NCF I S L S TGCL LV L I I AFHYKD I RL F I FDHNQVDWR I
AMTGHKML L I S L E L L VCAVHPVGTYWEVGLDANTS LSPPCCACRSHGERVADAEL L L S L LMF LRLY LVHRA I L LHSKV L LSASYRS I GS LNN I NF
AMTSHRV I V I I L E L L VCG I HPVGSYWEVGLHVNSSSAAPSC I SSHHNKALQDMEL L L SMLMF LRLY LVHRA I L LHSKE L LSASYRS I GS LNN I NF
T FRFV LKV LMDKYPART L LAF I L L I WLVASWML T LCERQ - KQQVKTGNMDTALWL I A I T F L T VGYGDVSPE TSCGKGVCL L TGVMGVACTAMLVA
T FRFV LKV LMNKHPTRT L L V F I L L FWL TVSWML T LCERR I HEPAGAGQMDTALWL I A I T F L T VGYGDVAPKTSCGKGVCL F TGVMGVACTAMLVA
VV TKKLALNKGEKHVHF FMLD I Q I SKR - I RHAAANVLRECWLRHRTNLCRRSNAEQRRHQRCL LEA I RV FRHLRLKQRKLRDYASEMVDLPKMQM
TV TEKLALNKGEKHVHF FMMD I Q I SKRQ I RHAAANVLRECWL LHRTS L TRASHGQHRRHQRCL LEA I RV FRHLRLQQRKLRDYVSEMVDLPKMQM
I MCDLSANWNNSYRE LEQR I L SMEQKLDDLNQCFQQTSE L L SRALC - HRNPD - - - - - - - - I
I MCDLSANWNNSYRE LEQR I L SMEQKLDE L TRCFQQTSE L L SDV LHRHHSPEESHP TGGAA
1
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3.4.3 Phylogenetic trees  
 
 
Phylogenetic trees were constructed as described in Materials and Methods (for gene 
accession numbers, see appendix 1). Trees of the individual channels were based on a small 
section of the sequences where also the eel-sequence was found reliable (figure 24-28). These 
subsets are highly conserved among vertebrates, and thus the sequences are very similar. 
 
In all the trees of the individual channels, the teleosts and mammals branch off in distinct 
clads reflecting their evolutionary relationship. The eel sequence branch off earlier than the 
other teleost sequences in the BK channel tree (figure 29). However, in the two other trees 
(SK1 and SK2) the eel sequence is among the other teleost channel sequences (figure 30 and 
31). In the phylogenetic tree analysis of the BK channel, the two variants found in cod seem 
to be more closely related to each other, than to the channel sequences from the other teleosts. 
However, this is different in the phylogenetic tree of all the KCa channels, where a larger 
stretch from the BK-channel sequences was used. Here the two A variants (codA/medakaA) 
clusters together, and the two B-variants clusters together (codB/medakaB) (figure 34).  
 
In the phylogenetic analysis of SK1, one of the variants from cod and one from medaka 
branch off earlier than the other sequences. Further, the other SK1 sequences split into two 
distinct clads consisting of mammalian sequences in one, and teleost sequences in the other 
clad.  The phylogenetic trees of the SK3 and IK channel both show that the teleost sequences 
and the mammalian sequences branch off in two distinct clads from a common ancestor 
(figure 32 and 33). 
 
Furthermore, a phylogenetic analysis of all the KCa channel sequences together reveals two 
distinct clads, where one clad consists of BK channel sequences and the other consists of the 
more interrelated channels SK1-3 and IK (figure 34). The clad consisting of the small and 
intermediate KCa channel sequences separates further in two, the three SK channels in one 
clad and the IK channel in another, precisely mirroring the well-known phylogenetic 
relationship. 
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Figure 29 BK channel phylogenetic tree Phylogenetic tree was constructed by a maximum likelihood analysis with 
PHYML. The tree was drawn in SeaView 4 software with an evolutionary replacement model generated by ProtTest. 
Bootstrap analysis was performed on 500 data sets. Bootstrap values greater or equal to 50 are implemented in the figure. 
The phylogenetic tree is presented as an unrooted cladogram. All the channels reference number is in appendix 1. The 
teleosts branch off in one clad while mammals and reptile branch off in another clad, the reptile branch off before the 
mammals. The eel-sequence is in the group of teleosts but seem to have branched of before the other teleosts as expected. 
Due to the small part of the BK-channel obtained from eel, the analysis was performed on a short region that is highly 
conserved among vertebrates.  All gene accession numbers could be found in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 30 SK1 channel phylogenetic tree. Phylogenetic tree constructed as in figure 29. Medaka and cod has two SK1 –
genes, one of the SK1 genes from each organism branch off earlier than the other sequences.  Originating from this SK1 
variant, the phylogenetic tree branch off in two more clads, one consisting off the mammalian sequences and the other clad 
consisting of teleost and amphibian sequences. The other SK1-gene variant from cod was removed from the analysis because 
the part of the sequence that was used for the tree generation was poorly sequenced. All gene accession numbers could be 
found in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 31 SK2 channel phylogenetic tree. Phylogenetic tree constructed as in figure 29. Here the teleosts sequences branch 
off in one clad. The eel sequence is branch off together with the other teleosts. The other clad consists of tetrapods, including 
mammal, bird and amphibian sequences. All gene accession numbers could be found in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 32 SK3 channel phylogenetic tree. Phylogenetic tree constructed as in figure 29. The teleost and the mammalian 
sequences branch off in two distinct clads. All gene accession numbers could be found in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 33 IK channel phylogenetic tree. Phylogenetic tree constructed as in figure 29. The mammalian and the two teleosts 
sequences branch off in two distinct clads. All gene accession numbers could be found in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 34 KCa channel phylogenetic tree. Phylogenetic tree constructed as in figure 29.  The tree branches off in two clads, 
where one clad consists of the BK potassium channel and the other clad consisting of IK and the three SK channels. Thereby 
the tree branches off with IK in one clad and the three SK-channels in another. The SK channels share similar features, but 
the phylogenetic relationship show that they are different from each other. The eel-sequence was removed before this 
analysis, because it was only partially obtained and therefore made the phylogenetic analysis difficult. All gene accession 
numbers could be found in Appendix 1. 
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4 Discussion of methods 
 
 
4.1 Genotyping  
 
All fish included in the study were genotyped to ensure that all sampled individuals were 
females. Even though the females were picked out based on phenotype at a low error rate, it 
was slightly more difficult to discriminate between sexes in the juveniles than the adults. This 
is because the juveniles are of small size and the sex characteristics are less apparent. When 
studying gene expression differences between two conditions (e.g. juveniles and adults) it is 
important to ensure that possible differences between the samples are due to the variable that 
is intended to study, and not other variables e.g. sex-differences. 
 
For genotyping, we used primers and protocol proposed by Shinomiya et al (2004). These 
primers should amplify both the somatic DMRT1 gene and the male-specific DMY gene. 
However, the protocol had to be optimized to amplify the genes in our lab. We tested and 
optimized protocols for both DNA isolation and for PCR amplification. For DNA isolation 
different homogenization protocols and incubation on water bath (time and temperature) were 
tested, and for PCR amplification different concentrations of MgCl2 were tested as well as 
different PCR programs. The PCR program that was used was a touchdown program, where 
the annealing temperature dropped one centigrade per cycle, because the two primers had 
different melting temperatures (64.4 ˚C and 73.0 ˚C). It was surprising that the band for the 
amplified autosomal DMRT1gene in males was not obtained despite the optimization of the 
protocol. However the primers were originally designed for the Hd-rR strain, which is slightly 
different from the d-rR strain that was used in this project (Shinomiya et al 2004). Despite 
lacking the somatic band in males, the difference in size between DMY and DMRT1 was 
sufficiently distinct to separate the sexes, so it was not investigated further. 
 
 
4.2 Optimization of FACS-sorting  
 
 
The FACS sorting was thoroughly tested before it was performed on the genotyped samples, 
as should all new cell types sorted with FACS for the first time (Tzur et al 2011). The testing 
was performed to find the conditions that gave a homogenous population of healthy cells. It 
was tested several types of media, to increase the survival of the cells. During testing we 
discovered that keeping the cells in EC medium during sorting increased the survival of the 
cells. The sorting was also tested with and without APC, without APC only the dead cells 
were sorted out. Since we suspected that apoptotic cells could interfere with the analysis, we 
chose to stain with APC to discard apoptotic cells with a high degree of certainty.  
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4.3 RNA-seq  
 
The quality of the RNA-seq experiment was overall very good, and thus regarded successful. 
Due to the small amount of RNA obtained from the juveniles, Ovation RNA Seq System V2 
(NuGEN) designed for pre-amplification of RNA samples before RNA-seq was used. This 
may introduce bias in the sample before RNA-seq, but according to the manufacturer this 
should not happen. However, we pre-amplified the adult sample also, so that the samples 
were treated equally. 
 
In the version of the medaka genome that is available, there are many genes that are not 
annotated since they were reported after the genome was published. Consequently some genes 
are missed in the present analysis and must be manually searched for if they are of interest, 
which take time. E.g. the kiss receptors were annotated after the medaka genome was 
published, so the receptors must be manually searched for to find out the expression of this 
channel. Some groups have planned to work on re-annotating the medaka genome. When the 
new genome becomes available, the improved annotation will help the discovery of more 
genes and our material will be mapped again. 
 
Since we mapped the reads only to the part of the genome assembled in chromosomes, genes 
were also missed if they were located on parts assembled in scaffolds. To know what genes 
that that are assembled in the scaffolds, each gene have to be searched for manually. 
Therefore, genes that are expressed in neither adult nor juvenile are difficult to analyse. Thus, 
our group will map the reads again and this time include the scaffolds in addition to 
chromosomes in the mapping, so the genes that are located on scaffolds also will be found. 
Only then, we can be sure if the genes are expressed or not in the LH-producing 
gonadotropes.  
 
Also, there are some general drawbacks that should be considered when interpreting RNA-seq 
data. One of the drawbacks is that the huge amount of data could be hard to handle and 
analyse without the necessary bioinformatics skills. The sequencing error rate for NGS is 
much higher than for more traditional approaches such as Sanger sequencing, so the 
interpretation of the data should be considered carefully (Kircher & Kelso 2010). Also, the 
relatively high error rate could make it challenging to separate SNP (single nucleotide 
polymorphism) from the sequencing errors. However, a higher sequencing depth (how many 
times a base is covered) could reduce the error rate (Li et al. 2009). RNA-seq is still one of 
the best tools available for exploring the transcriptome, especially since RNA-seq offers the 
opportunity to study transcriptome of species without a sequenced genome. 
 
The data analysis indeed proved to be more challenging than intended, demanding more 
knowledge in bioinformatics as well as more time than first thought. One of the main 
challenges with the HTS-technology is that a lot of sequence information is easily obtained, 
but the analyses of the material are demanding (Ozsolak & Milos 2010). 
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4.4 KCa channel sequences 
 
4.4.1 Isolation of eel, cod and medaka KCa sequences 
 
Parts of the published cod genome were not completely resolved due to sequencing 
difficulties (Star et al 2011). In some areas of the one variant of the SK1 channel sequences, 
the cod sequence had a gap that made it necessary to remove the particular cod sequence from 
the tree analysis.  
 
I was not able to find the SK3 and IK channel sequences from eel by searching the eel 
genome (Henkel et al, 2012). This could be due to the large similarities between the sequence 
of SK1-3 and IK, thus making it difficult to find blast sequences that discriminated the 
channels, or that I partly used the sequenced pituitary transcriptome to search for KCa channels 
sequences in the eel, and that these channels were not expressed in the pituitary of eel at the 
sampling time. Also the eel genome is only recently sequenced, and is not necessarily 
complete. It seemed that all the eel sequences were only partially obtained by searching the 
genome and the pituitary transcriptome, and it would have been interesting to find the 
remaining sequence of the channels obtained and the two channels that was not obtained by 
cloning.   
 
Some of the sequence could be out of the reading frame, since missing exon-intron boundary 
by only one base could have shifted the reading frame. I found the reading frame that 
contained the GYGD-sequence since this is the signature sequence of the KCa channels; I also 
searched for other known protein sequences. However, I could have split the DNA sequence 
in more parts, and searched the different part of the DNA sequence for reading frames 
separately, and perhaps more of the amino acid sequence could have been obtained. 
 
 
4.4.2 Constructing the phylogenetic trees 
 
 
Alignments were tested with the program ProtTest (bioportal.uio.no) (Abascal et al 2005) to 
find the best fitted evolutionary model with improvements to the evolutionary models. 
However, it was not possible to implement all the improvement of the models in SeaView 
4.3.3 (Gouy, 2010). SeaView 4.3.3 was run locally on the computer, and used many days to 
construct the trees. The output from SeaView 4.3.3 is in PDF (portable document format), 
which is a format that is difficult to process. There exist other alternatives to SeaView 4.3.3 
such as EnsemblCompara GeneTrees (Vilella et al. 2009), which are performed online at 
Ensembl, and is a pipeline where the whole procedure is performed in the same resource.  
 
 
Since such a small part of the eel sequence was obtained, the analysis was performed on very 
similar sequences; the relationship among the branches of the tree may therefore be a bit 
obstructed. It may have improved the quality of the phylogenetic analyses to use sequences 
from additional teleost species for more information about the evolutionary relationship 
among the channels, but unfortunately many of the teleost KCa channel sequences in the 
public databases are only partially obtained. 
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5 Discussion of results  
 
 
In this study the transcriptome of the LH-producing gonadotropes of juvenile and adult 
female medaka has been sequenced with RNA-seq. I focused on the expression of some genes 
known to be involved in puberty, GnRH-Rs, the LHβ-subunit and dopamine receptors, since 
there was not time to investigate all the sequenced material.  
 
This study also focused on the KCa channels, and reports expression of all the KCa channels 
variants in the LH-producing gonadotropes, except for one of the SK1-variants. Furthermore, 
KCa channel sequences have been identified in eel, medaka and cod. In cod and medaka, two 
variants of the SK1 and BK channel sequences were obtained. In eel, only the BK, SK1 and 
SK2 channel sequences were obtained, and no evidence of two variants of the same channel 
type was found. The phylogenetic relationship among the KCa channel sequences has been 
investigated. The phylogenetic tree combining all the KCa channel types displayed the 
expected relationship between the channel groups, the SK and IK channels being more similar 
to each other, than to the BK channels.  
 
 
5.1 RNA seq 
 
Carter (2006) proposed that cellular transcriptomics would be the next phase of endocrine 
profiling. However, there is currently little information available about RNA-seq on defined 
pituitary cells. Reported transcriptome studies are mostly based on whole-pituitary samples 
and thus it is difficult to compare to this study that is performed on defined LH cells.  
 
I chose to focus on the expression of the genes for the GnRH-Rs, the LHβ and the dopamine 
receptors, in addition to the KCa channels (described in 5.2), as they should be central in the 
regulation of puberty. I expected to find expression of GnRH-R mRNA, and that the 
expression would be higher in the adult sample as qPCR of GnRH-Rs in female striped bass 
showed that it was a significant increase in GnRH-R from previtellogenic fish to mature fish 
(..Alok, 2000). The measured intensity of GFP-expression in FACS was higher in the adult 
cells than cells from juveniles. It was therefore expected to find LHβ mRNA in both juveniles 
and adults, but that the adult sample would express more LHβ mRNA, since the expression of 
LHβ and GFP is controlled by the same promoter. The D2 receptor is known to be involved in 
the inhibition of LH secretion in goldfish (..Chang,1990), thus it was expected to be expressed 
in the medaka LH-producing gonadotropes as well.  
 
The count of the GnRH-R3 expression was very low in the adult sample, and no expression 
was detected in the juveniles. No evidence was found for the expression of other GnRH-Rs. 
This does not mean that they are not expressed in the LH-producing gonadotropes, as they are 
located on the part of the genome that is assembled in scaffolds. Due to the very low 
expression of GnRH-R3, I would expect one or more additional GnRH-R to be expressed, 
since GnRH is important for the function of LH cells (for review see Yaron, 2003). The 
expression of LHβ-mRNA was high in both juvenile and adult cells, as expected. 
Surprisingly, the expression of LHβ-mRNA was slightly higher in the juveniles than the 
adults, while the opposite was expected. LH has been shown to be more important in the end 
of maturation than in the beginning, and is involved in reproductive activity. However, the 
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number of LH cells was considerably higher in the adult pituitary, and this indicates that LH 
is more important in adults than juveniles. Expression of three different dopamine receptors 
D1, D2 and D3 were found. D1 and D3 showed a higher expression in juveniles than in adults, 
and also had a greater fold change than the D2 receptor, which showed a slightly higher 
expression in adults than in juveniles. Dopamine is known to inhibit secretion of LH through 
the D2 receptor (for review see Zohar, 2010).  
 
In the hundred most differentially expressed genes between juveniles and adults presented in 
figure 22, there were no genes immediately recognized as having a known function in 
puberty. However, it was not time in this master thesis to analyse the individual genes further.  
 
 
5.2 Analysis of the KCa channels 
 
The KCa channel sequences were obtained from eel, cod and medaka by searching their 
respective genomes. Then the KCa channel sequences were compared by phylogenetic 
analysis to see if the channel sequences obtained were related to the corresponding channel 
sequences of other organisms, and to see the relationship among the different channel types. 
It is important to study the KCa channels closer, due to the assumed role in the signalling 
pathway that regulates hormone secretion in gonadotropes of teleost fish. 
 
 
5.2.1 Expression of KCa channels in gonadotropes 
 
In several organisms there is evidence of KCa channels being present in gonadotropes 
(Heyward et al 1995; Hodne et al, unpublished; Kukuljan et al 1992; Tse & Hille 1992; 
Waring & Turgeon 2009), and it was expected to find transcripts of these channels also in the 
LH- gonadotropes of female medaka. In rat gonadotropes studied with the patch-clamp 
technique, the SK channels were the main KCa channel type (Stojilkovic et al 2005). In cod, 
FSH-gonadotropes seem to have mostly BK-channels, while LH-gonadotropes have mainly 
SK channels (Hodne et al, unpublished). However, in mouse gonadotropes, both BK and SK 
channels were present, and GnRH stimulation increased the BK channel current (Waring & 
Turgeon 2009). Due to the varying evidence of the main expressed channel type in the 
different pituitary cell types, it was not possible to expect which channel type that was more 
expressed.  
 
The RNA-seq results regarding the KCa channels proved that mRNA for all the channel types 
is expressed in LH-producing gonadotropes in both juvenile and adult female medaka. The 
two BK channel types seemed to be more highly expressed than the SK-channels. The 
composition of SK and BK channels in a cell may affect the control of secretion, and thus will 
be interesting to explore further (Stojilkovic et al 2005; Waring & Turgeon 2009). Although it 
seemed to be more BK channel expression than SK channel expression in the medaka LH-
producing gonadotropes, however, a difference in mRNA expression does not necessarily 
reflect differences at protein level, due to half-life, translation rates of the mRNA and 
modulation and degradation rate of the translated protein (Greenbaum et al. 2003). 
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5.2.2 Phylogenetic tree analyses 
 
The part of the eel channel sequences obtained, was found to be similar to the other teleosts 
species in the area where the eel channel sequence probably was genuine. I therefore expected 
the eel channel sequence to relate to the other teleost channel sequences. I also expected the 
eel to branch of earlier than the other teleosts, reflecting that eel is a more primitive type of 
teleost than medaka and cod (Inoue et al. 2003).  
 
In the phylogenetic tree of the BK channels, the eel channel branched off earlier than the 
other teleosts, as expected. For the other channels the eel sequences did not branch off earlier, 
but was found in the branch that contained the other teleost fish. In the combined analysis of 
all the KCa channel sequences, a longer stretch of the BK channel sequence was included, and 
the relationship among the cod and medaka channels changed, probably due to the fact that 
the sequences were less similar in the sections that were not included in the phylogenetic tree 
of only the BK channels. As expected the A sequences of cod and medaka was more related, 
than to the B sequence of the same species. The changed relationship when including more of 
the sequence as seen in the BK channel analysis, may also explain why all the eel channels, 
except from the BK channel, did not branch of earlier than the other teleosts channel 
sequences as expected, since the small part of eel sequence obtained, showed a high similarity 
in all species.  
 
According to Rohmann (2009) most teleosts have two BK variants; in medaka LH-
gonadotropes both variants were expressed. Also, in cod two variants of BK was found, as 
well as two variants of the SK1 gene in both cod and medaka. In eel, only one version of each 
channel type was found, and this may indicate that the eel only got one version. However, 
since I was not able to obtain all the KCa channel sequences from the eel genome, it could 
mean that also more variants of the channels exist. 
 
For the gene SK1, one of the variants from cod and medaka branched off earlier than the 
others, and were undoubtedly different from all the other SK sequences. Since this particular 
variant also was not expressed in the LH-producing gonadotropes of medaka, this may 
indicate that the channel is a pseudo-variant and a non-functional remnant from the whole-
genome duplication event (Hoegg et al 2004). Since the cod sequence variant was very 
similar to that of medaka, this may also be the case of the cod variant. It could however, also 
mean that the variant was not expressed in the pituitary.  
 
 
Phylogenetic tree analysis comprising of all channels (except for the obtained eel sequences), 
branched off with the BK channels in one clad, and the other clad consisting of the SK 
channels and IK channels reflecting the relationship among the channels, the SK and IK 
channels being structurally more similar than the BK channel. (For reviews see Stocker 2004; 
Wei et al 2005). Also, the cod and medaka channel sequences were found in the expected 
clads, supporting that the sequences I obtained were genuine channel sequences. 
 
5.3 Conclusion  
 
In conclusion, the transcriptome of LH-producing gonadotropes has been profiled in this 
study. I focused on genes known to be involved in reproduction, and found the expression 
levels of GnRH-R’s, the LHβ and the dopamine receptors. All the KCa channel sequences, 
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except for one SK1 variant, were expressed in the LH cells. KCa channel sequences have been 
obtained from eel, cod and medaka. Two versions of both BK- and SK1 channel were found 
in both medaka and cod. However, the SK1 gene seemed to be non-functional as it was the 
only version not expressed in gonadotropes, and also was phylogenetically different from the 
other SK1 channel sequences. In eel, partial sequences of the BK, SK1 and SK2 channel were 
obtained. Phylogenetic analyses KCa channel sequences have been conducted, and the 
channels showed the relationship as expected according to channel type and between species. 
 
 
6 Future work 
 
Two additional samples from both juvenile and adult medaka were recently sequenced by 
Illumina with comparable quality and a higher number of reads than for the samples described 
in this project. The new samples will be mapped to the whole genome, including the part 
presently assembled in scaffolds. Increasing the number of replicates for each reproductive 
stage from one to three will improve the robustness of the data. Analysis of these data will be 
performed soon, as well as analyses of the differential gene expression obtained in this 
project.  
 
Our group is currently developing a (fshb:GFP) transgenic line of medaka, it will be of great 
interest to use RNA-seq to study the FSH-producing gonadotropes and compare them to the 
expression results obtained in this study. Our group has found clear functional differences 
between FSH and LH cells in cod gonadotropes including differential expression of KCa 
channels (Hodne et al, unpublished), and it would therefore be of great interest to see if the 
same holds true for medaka. Furthermore it would be interesting to conduct the same analysis 
with males for both LH- and FSH-producing gonadotropes to see if there are differences 
between the sexes. 
 
Gene expression of the LH-producing gonadotropes could be compared with patch-clamping 
studies of the same gonadotropes upon stimulation with GnRH, to see how the KCa channels 
are involved in secretion control. 
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8 Appendix 
 
8.1 Appendix 1 
 
Table 2 Common names, Latin names and reference sequences found in NCBI or Ensembl for the BK channel sequences 
used in the phylogenetic analysis. 
Channel Gene Latin name	   Common name Reference sequence	  
BK KCNMA1 Danio rerio Zebrafish NM_001145600.1 
BK KCNMA1 Homo sapiens Human NM_001161352.1 
BK KCNMA1 Anolis carolinensis Green anole NW_002198840.1 
BK KCNMA1 Sus scrofa Pig NM_214219.1 
BK KCNMA1 Rattus norvegicus Norway rat NM_031828.1 
BK KCNMA1 Cricetulus griseus Chinese hamster XM_003496744.1 
BK KCNMA1 Xenopus laevis African clawed frog NM_001085690.1 
BK KCNMA1 Bos Taurus Cattle NM_174680.2 
BK KCNMA1 Canis lupus 
familiaris 
Dog NM_001003300.1 
BK KCNMA1  Oryz s latipes Medaka ENSORLG00000006622 
BK KCNMA1  Oryzias latipes Medaka ENSORLG00000008798 
BK KCNMA1  Gadus morhua Cod ENSGMOG00000000234 
BK KCNMA1  Gadus morhua Cod ENSGMOG00000012618 
 
Table 3 Common names, Latin names and reference sequences found in NCBI or Ensembl for the SK1 channel sequences 
used in the phylogenetic analysis. 
Channel Gene Latin name	   Common name Reference sequence	  
SK1 KCNN1 Bos taurus Cattle XM_002688571.2 
SK1 KCNN1 Danio rerio Zebrafish BC153898.1 
SK1 KCNN1 Homo sapiens Human NM_002248.3 
SK1 KCNN1 Macaca mulatta Rhesus monkey XM_001115129.2 
SK1 KCNN1 Mus musculus House mouse NM_032397.2 
SK1 KCNN1 Sus scrofa Pig XM_003123502.1 
SK1 KCNN1 Xenopus tropicalis Western clawed frog 
clawefrogfrfrfrog 
NM_001079016.1 
SK1 KCNN1 Danio rerio Zebra ish  
 
NM_001045199.2 
SK1 KCNN1 Rattus norvegicus Rat NM_019313.1 
SK1 KCNN1(1/2) Gadus morhua Cod ENSGMOG00000010301 
SK1 KCNN1(2/2) Gadus morhua Cod ENSGMOG00000010609 
SK1 KCNN1(1/2) Oryzias latipes Medaka ENSORLG00000006679 
SK1 KCNN1(2/2) Oryzias latipes Medaka ENSORLG00000008777 
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Table 4 Common names, Latin names and reference sequences found in NCBI or Ensembl for the SK2 channel sequences 
used in the phylogenetic analysis 
Channel Gene Latin name Common name Reference sequence 
SK2 KCNN2 Rattus norvegicus Rat NM_019314.1 
SK2 KCNN2 Mus musculus Mouse NM_080465.2 
SK2 KCNN2 Bos taurus Cattle GJ061947.1 
SK2 KCNN2 Canis lupus Dog XM_844161.2 
SK2 KCNN2 Gadus morhua Cod ENSGMOG00000015908 
SK2 KCNN2 Pongo abelii Sumatran orangutan NM_001131645.1 
SK2 KCNN2 Oryzias latipes Medaka ENSORLG00000009605 
SK2 KCNN2 Xenopus laevis African Clawed frog JN831317.1 
SK2 KCNN2 Gallus gallus Chicken NM_204798.1 
SK2 KCNN2 Danio rerio Zebrafish ENSDARG00000014939 
SK2 KCNN2 Homo sapiens Human NM_021614.2 
SK2 KCNN2 Macaca mulatta Rhesus monkey XM_001084002 
 
Table 5 Common names, Latin names and reference sequences found in NCBI or Ensembl for the SK3 channel sequences 
used in the phylogenetic analysis 
Channel Gene Latin name Common name Reference sequence 
SK3 KCNN3 Bos taurus Cattle GJ060612.1 
SK3 KCNN3 Rattus norvegicus Rat NM_019315.2 
SK3 KCNN3 Mus musculus Mouse NM_080466.2 
SK3 KCNN3 Sus scrofa Pig NM_213985.1 
SK3 KCNN3 Gadus morhua Cod ENSGMOG00000019038 
SK3 KCNN3 Oryzias latipes Medaka ENSORLG00000009976 
SK3 KCNN3 Homo sapiens Human AY049734.1 
SK3 KCNN3 Canis lupus Dog XM_547563.2 
SK3 KCNN3 Danio rerio Zebrafish XM_001921759.2 
 
Table 6 Common names, Latin name and reference sequences found in NCBI or Ensembl for the IK channel sequences used 
in the phylogenetic analysis 
Channel Gene Latin name Common name Reference sequence 
IK KCNN4 Bos taurus Cattle GJ062555.1 
IK KCNN4 Rattus norvegicus Rat NM_023021.1 
IK KCNN4 Homo sapiens Human NM_002250.2 
IK KCNN4 Cavia porcellus Domestic guinea pig NM_001173122.1 
IK KCNN4 Mus musculus Mouse  NM_001163510.1 
IK KCNN4 Callithrix jacchus 
White-tufted-ear  
marmoset XM_002762276.1 
IK KCNN4 Danio rerio Zebrafish ENSDARG00000074643 
IK KCNN4 Danio rerio Zebrafish ENSDARG00000086091 
IK KCNN4 Gadus morhua Cod ENSGMOG00000004058 
IK KCNN4 Oryzias latipes Medaka ENSORLG00000006347 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
